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Abstract
Digital fabrication enables complex designs to be realized with improved speed, precision,
and cost compared to manual techniques. Additive manufacturing, for example, is one of
the leading methods for rapid prototyping and near net shape part production. Extension
to full scale structures and systems, however, remains a challenge, as cost, speed and performance present orthogonal objectives that are inherently coupled to limited material options,
stochastic process errors, and machine-based constraints. To address these issues, this thesis introduces new materials that physically embody attributes of digital systems, scalable
methods for automating their assembly, and a portfolio of use cases with novel, full-scale
structural and robotic platforms.
First, I build on the topic of discrete materials, which showed a finite set of modular
parts can be incrementally and reversibly assembled into larger functional structures. I
introduce a new range of attainable properties, such as rigidity, compliance, chirality, and
auxetic behavior, all within a consistent manufacturing and assembly framework. These
discretely assembled mechanical metamaterials show global continuum properties based on
local cellular architectures, resulting in a system with scalability, versatility, and reliability
similar to digital communication and computation.
Next, I present a new kind of material-robot system to enable methods of assembly
automation. Rather than relying on global motion control systems for precision, mobile
robots are designed to operate relative to their discrete material environment. By leveraging
the embedded metrology of discrete materials, these relative robots have reduced complexity
without sacrificing extensibility, enabling the robots to build structures larger and more
precise than themselves. Multi-robot assembly is compared to stationary platforms to show
system benefits for cost and throughput at larger scales.
Finally, I show a range of discretely assembled systems that blur the boundary between
structure and robotics. Full-scale demonstrations include statically reconfigurable bridges,
supermileage racecars, and morphing aero and hydrodynamic vehicles. Performance scaling
is projected to new regimes, using case studies of turbine blades, airships, and space structures. These discrete systems demonstrate new, disruptive capabilities not possible within
the limits of traditional manufacturing.
Thesis Supervisor: Neil Gershenfeld
Title: Director, MIT Center for Bits and Atoms
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Engineering structures and systems today—from bridges to cars to airplanes– are informed
and limited by the materials of which they are made and the processes used to shape,
join, and configure these materials into end products. Scale, cost, and performance are
inevitably drivers for the types of structures that exist– the implication being large, high
performance structures are difficult and expensive to build. Turbine blades are relatively
cheap, but quickly run into issues at lengths over 50m. Aircraft are more expensive and
require dedicated infrastructure such as airplanes bigger than airplanes to transport the
airplanes. And finally, space structures like the ISS take decades to install and cost billions
of dollars, yet ultimately are limited by the material and shaping processes used to make any
other given structures on earth. Humans are highly skilled makers, but that doesn’t change
the fact that making big things is hard.
And yet, perhaps dating back to Robert Hooke’s observation of cork’s internal cellular
structure in 1665 [1], scientists and engineers have been fascinated with replicating the
unique dynamic range demonstrated in natural systems. The microstructure of bone reveals
sophisticated architectures to improve stiffness to weight that we could only mimic when
designing the trusses of the Eiffel tower (Figure 1-1). In 1959, the physicist Richard Feynman
inspired today’s nanotechnology field by famously stating “There’s Plenty of Room at the
Bottom” [2], describing the fascinating potential of moving from meso to micro to nano scale.
Now we are beginning to unlock some of this potential through rational design of material,
structures, and systems across many length scales.
This thesis seeks to answer the question—is there also plenty of room at the top? More
specifically, can the benefits of cellular construction seen in natural systems be extended to
engineering systems at the meso and macro scale? To answer these questions, in this thesis
I will draw not only from bio-inspired principles, but also from engineering principles that
have proven to be scalable, versatile, and reliable. Specifically, these are principles seen in
digital communication and computation.
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Figure 1-1: Natural and engineering systems with cellular hierarchy. A) Cork as observed
by Hooke [1], B) Cortical bone [17], C) Eiffel tower (based on [19])

1.1

Digitizing material

In 1948 Claude Shannon invented the modern notion of “digital” when he showed that an
analog signal could be converted to a digital representation (bits), and that it could then
be communicated reliably in the presence of noise [3], thanks to error correction performed
against a threshold function (Figure 1-2A). Von Neumann applied this principle to computation, showing you could compute reliably with unreliable components [4]. Today, the
internet, supercomputing, and black hole imaging exist thanks to these discoveries. Digital fabrication also emerged with the first numerically controlled (NC) mill in the 1950s
[5], which has led to the ubiquity of 3D printers, CNC cutters, and robotic manipulators
throughout manufacturing today. And yet, when an object is made with a 3D printer, the
design and motion control are digital, but the material is analog. Extruded thermoplastic
is still susceptible to stochastic errors, and anisotropy and delamination result in flaws distributed randomly and inconsistently from part to part—two Eiffel towers 3D printed on the
same machine might come out slightly different. What’s missing is the benefits of digital in
the material itself. From this insight came the notion of digitizing material, which can be
thought of as something like Lego for engineering.
This is the approach taken in digital materials. Using modular building blocks, larger
functional structures can be assembled. Parts have specific positions and orientations, meaning global precision comes from local metrology. Parts are reversibly joined, so they can be
unjoined, recycled, and reconfigured. Dissimilar materials can be joined for heterogeneous
assemblies. And crucially, as you build incrementally, you can detect and correct errors. Here
the parts have information built into them, meaning child A and child B can both build the
same tower with the same precision without needing to be precise builders themselves—the
reliability, scalability, and versatility comes from the discretization of the material.
Together, this presents a new way of considering material as a controllable, designable
system, and in particular, one which allows the benefits seen in digital systems to manifest
in the physical world. Critical for achieving this, however, is a scalable assembly approach,
which can benefit greatly from decades of advances in automation.
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Figure 1-2: Digitizing information and material. A) Shannon’s threshold theorem in action,
B) Digital motion control to deposit analog material (image credit: formlabs), C) Error
correction comes from information in the LEGO bricks rather than the child [160], D) GIK
parts, the first proof of concept for digital material [48]

1.2

Automating assembly

Machines capable of processing tens of thousands of units per hour [6] and robots capable
of dexterous manipulation [7] and agile coordination [8] represent just a few of the many
examples of the large role automation plays in modern manufacturing. Some of the highest
throughputs are seen at sub-mm scales, with parallelized lithographic processes for wafer
fabrication [9], and metamaterial printing [10]. While digital fabrication processes, both
additive and subtractive, can scale down to the sub-micron level, scaling processes up beyond
several meters tends to encounter a range of issues related to performance, cost, and speed.
For example, consider a commercially available two-photon polymerization machine,
which has resolution on the order of 1 micrometer (10−6 m), build size on the order of 100mm
(10−1 m) and costs on the order of 106 USD/machine [11]. Macro-scale FDM machines, essentially industrial gantries with extruding end-effectors, boast build sizes of 101 m [12], but
are unlikely to have sub-mm (10−3 m) resolution, in addition to suffering from the aforementioned issues with layer-based deposition processes. Thus, roughly the same dynamic
range (proportion of build scale to feature resolution) is offered, but with costs approaching
107 USD/machine, there is a possible super-linear cost-based scaling of achievable dynamic
range. This is because building large, precise machines is expensive, and due to the inherent
coupling of machine performance, size, and cost, there are significant challenges for realizing
macro-scale (>1m) digital fabrication platforms with high quality and low cost. Today, you
can 3D print a car [13], a bridge [14], a boat [15], or a shelter [16], but issues with cost
of the machines and quality of the objects they produce illustrate the inherent challenge of
scalability.
For inspiration on how to address this, we can look at one of the oldest known methods
of fabrication with unparalleled range and diversity, and which also happens to be based
on incremental assembly —biological growth. As a fabrication process, growth is incredibly
efficient and undeniably scalable. Ribosomes assemble amino acids to long chains to form the
basis of protein synthesis. This occurs at the nanometer (10−9 m) scale, resulting in organisms
15

with length scales ranging from bacteria (10−6 m) to humans (1m) to trees (102 m), all unified
with the same construction process [17]. One reason a ribosome can make something up to
10 orders of magnitude larger than itself is because the construction information is encoded
in the material. The other reason is that while a single ribosome assembles amino acids at a
humble speed (1 Hz), ribosomes can make ribosomes, allowing massive parallelization, which
has been suggested as a strong incentive for making assemblers that can assemble assemblers
from the parts they’re assembling [18]. In this thesis, I remove complexity from the builder
and put it into the material– think back to the LEGO analogy: a child can successfully make
a tower because there is information embedded in the parts.

Figure 1-3: Scaling of digital fabrication and biological growth. A) Cost increases superlinearly with scale for human-made platforms, B) Yet the humble ribosome spans 9 orders
of magnitude (based on [17]).

1.3

Scaling systems

Our many ages of civilization have been defined by materials: stone (100,000 BC), copper
(10,000 BC), bronze (1,000 BC), iron (1,000 AD), steel (1900 AD), polymer (1950 AD), and
now, arguably, silicon age (1980-present). But as technology progressed, ages also became
defined by processes: the industrial age (1760), the machine age (1880), the space age (1957),
and now, the information age. Overlaying the two, we begin to see how engineering structures
and systems are informed, and also limited, by the materials of which they are made and
the processes used to shape, join, and configure these materials into end products.
But what’s missing from the materials and processes is the ability to design and engineer
structures. In particular, we’ve gotten better at making structures which are more efficient.
Typically, this means they use less of a finite resource to accomplish an objective—think of a
solid stone arch bridge compared to a steel truss bridge. Owing not only to a better material,
and processes to cut, shape, weld, and rivet that material, the steel bridge is superior because
it was engineered for high performance while using as little material (which costs money) as
possible without failing (which costs more money).
16

Millennia ago, 2.3 million stone bricks were carved, transported, and stacked to make
the pyramid, reaching 150m in height and 5.2 billion kg in weight. Just over a century
ago, the Eiffel tower was constructed from 18,000 cast iron bars, joined with rivets, to form
a latticework reaching 300m and weighing one thousand times less (9 million kg). Today,
roughly 2.6 million parts are assembled from supply chains that span the globe into high
performance aerostructures measuring nearly 100m in wingspan and weighing hundreds of
thousands of kilograms, yet are also capable of safely and reliable transporting people at
speeds of almost 1000 km/h at altitudes of over 10 km. Today, advanced materials, processes,
and system designs enable efficiency and performance not possible centuries or even decades
ago.

Figure 1-4: Material-structure systems across scales and levels of hierarchy, based on [19].
In our case, we’re interested in the design of structures with architecture—geometric
organization of internal members such that a desired outcome is achieved through this in
addition to the shape of the members and the materials they’re made from. The history of
this particular vein of structural mechanics begins with material science, when Robert Hooke
proposed a linear stress-strain relationship for bulk material in 1678. Moving up in hierarchy
and forward in time, to around 1750, when Leonhard Euler and Daniel Bernoulli described
material and geometry in the form of structural members such as beams, and calculated their
governing beam equations for deflection, stress, and other structural responses. Next, around
1864, James Clerk Maxwell theorized networks of beams and linear members connected in
2D and 3D to make frames with calculable static equilibrium and stiffness [20]. This has
brought us now from monolithic blocks of material to shapes with improved performance
owing to 2D and 3D geometric properties, to spatially complex, yet predictable, systems.
Now we are taking these principles and moving them back down into smaller scales, which
enables us to invent new architected materials which are just as predictable as a truss bridge.
This level of recursion probably quickly the capacity or patience of the human brain,
17

so luckily we have computational design tools with hierarchical representation, multiphysics
simulation, and numerical optimization, so now we can discover new designs we could never
have imagined ourselves. So, if we have new materials, new processes, and new design tools,
what are we going to make?
In Figure 1-5 I show concept art of a future aircraft factory. We can see completely new
types of aircraft being made by a team of distributed robots, which are building a modular,
cellular material. In my thesis, I’m looking to answer the question: how can we do this?

Figure 1-5: Concept art of a future aircraft factory, based on [21]. Expensive tooling and large
monolithic parts have been replaced with discrete materials, assembled by relative robots
into larger, on-demand discrete systems. (Image credit: Eli Gershenfeld, NASA ARC).

1.4

Contributions

To answer this question, I’m proposing new types of materials, with versatility and extensibility beyond standard engineering materials. I’m proposing new forms of automation, where
a material-robot system offers simplification while enabling scalable construction. And I’m
proposing new classes of systems, with disruptive capabilities not possible within the limits
of traditional manufacturing.
First, I build on the topic of digital materials, which shows a finite set of modular
parts can be incrementally and reversibly assembled into larger functional structures. I
introduce a new range of attainable properties, such as rigidity, compliance, chirality, and
auxetic behavior, all within a consistent manufacturing and assembly framework. These
discrete mechanical metamaterials show global continuum properties based on local cellular
architectures, resulting in a system with scalability, versatility, and reliability similar to
digital communication and computation.
Next, I present a new kind of material-robot system to enable assembly automation.
Rather than relying on global motion control systems for precision, mobile robots are designed to operate relative to their discrete material environment. By leveraging the embedded
18

metrology of discrete materials, these relative robots have reduced complexity without sacrificing extensibility, enabling the robots to build structures larger and more precise than
themselves. Multi-robot assembly is compared to stationary platforms to show system benefits for cost and throughput at larger scales.
Finally, I show a range of discretely assembled systems which blur the boundary between
structure and robotics. Full-scale demonstrations include statically reconfigurable infrastructure, supermileage racecars, and morphing aero and hydrodynamic vehicles. Performance is
projected to larger scales and performance regimes, using a case studies of turbine blades
for large scale wind energy capture. These discrete systems demonstrate new, disruptive
capabilities not possible within the limits of traditional manufacturing.
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Chapter 2
Discrete Materials
2.1

Background

Cellular Materials
The physical world is filled with cellular structures – both artificial, like truss bridges,
and natural, like porous bone tissue. These entities, along with many other examples, from
micro to meso to macro scale, are demonstrations of material and structural response being
optimized through internal architecture rather than only by chemical composition. When
designing structures, we can draw much inspiration from natural materials and systems.
Wood and bone, for example, have beneficial stiffness-to-weight ratios as a result of their
internal architecture, where porous, or cellular, structure provides sparsity without sacrificing
the ability to sufficiently transfer loads and not fail. Due to their internal structure, these
materials do more with less.
The research of cellular architecture mechanics (Figure 2-1) can be traced back to observation of hierarchy in natural systems [22], and more recently to investigations of stochastic
polymeric foams, whose cellular structures were studied and manipulated by Lakes to create the first negative Poisson ratio material [23]. Seminal work by Gibson and Ashby was
published around the same time [24][25], describing analytically the behavior of cellular
solids as a network of plates or beams, whose geometry and connectivity can be controlled
to tailor macroscopic behavior, thus enabling design of architected materials [26] such as
periodic structures with improved stiffness over foams associated with higher degrees of geometric connectivity [27]. However, it took until the introduction of additive manufacturing
decades later for these complex geometries to become realizable in physical form [28]. Prior
to this, in an adjacent field, the notion of artificially controlling local cell properties to design
macroscopic behavior was already being explored, tested, and proven.
Metamaterials
While the function of the materials described above is primarily mechanical, it was from
a somewhat non-structural field that the first notion emerged of an artificial material with
novel properties controlled by local, cellular design. Electromagnetic metamaterials possess
synthetic properties that allows them to interact with EM waves in ways that naturally
21

occurring materials cannot. In particular, when interacting with visible wavelength of the
EM spectrum, a material’s refractive index n describes how light travels through the material
and is very important for how we perceive our visual world, in addition to the invisible parts of
the spectrum. Two parameters, the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability , can be
√
used to define a material’s refractive index of electromagnetic radiation 𝑛 = 𝜖𝑟 * 𝜇𝑟 , where
r denotes that property relative to vacuum. Generally in the observable world of optics and
electromagnetics, all naturally occurring materials appear to a positive refractive index. In
1967, Victor Veselago theorized of an engineered isotropic material with controllable values
of electric permittivity (𝜖) and magnetic permeability (𝜇) [29], making it possible to have a
negative refractive index (NRI), which can be used to make then-impossible objects such as
near-perfect lenses that focus beyond the diffraction limit.
It wasn’t until 33 later that a series of experiments by John Pendry [161], David Smith
[162], and Richard Shelby [163] proved this theory to be correct. One critical insight was
that the cell unit size had to be smaller than the wavelength, ie: for microwaves with 𝛾
= 10-100mm, unit cells have to be on the order of 1-10mm. This way, at the wavelength
scale, the collective properties of the cells govern interaction, as opposed to individual cell
features (Figure 2-2). This is a critical insight that helped reduce metamaterials to practice,
and combined with modeling methods such as effective medium theory [30], allowed for the
design and implementation of a range of metamaterials across several length scales, ranging
from optical wavelengths with nanometer scale features [31] to micro and radio wavelength
with up to centimeter scale features [32].
Mechanical Metamaterials
Returning now to mechanics, we are interested in controlling separately the elastic constants of an engineered material (modulus of elasticity E, bulk modulus K, shear modulus
G, and Poisson’s ratio v) to design new exotic behaviors. With the introduction of additive manufacturing, it was finally possible to materialize these proposed artificial lattice
structures. Seminal work demonstrated stiff, ultralight lattice materials [28], and has since
been improved, resulting in mechanical metamaterials with superior stiffness and strength
at ultralight densities [33] with multiscale hierarchy [34] (Figure 2-3). Benefits of nanoscale
features further expand the exotic property parameter space [35] and architectures featuring
closed-cell plates have shown potential for approaching the theoretical limit for elastic material performance [36]. Across all of these, the metamaterial approach is consistent: local
cell architectures are designed specifically to produce novel global properties.
Other designs seek to utilize compliance, which can be attained through internal geometric mechanisms [37], or through base materials capable of large strain [38]. Internal
architectures can be designed to transmit or respond to load in other non-standard ways.
Auxetic metamaterials exhibit zero or negative Poisson’s ratio [39]. Internal, re-entrant
architectures produce contraction perpendicular to compressive loading, and expansion perpendicular to tensile loading, counter to traditional continuum material behavior [40]. Chiral
metamaterials exhibit handedness based on asymmetric unit cell geometry. These designs
produce out of plane deformations, such as twist, in response to in plane loading [41].
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Figure 2-1: Cellular materials (L to R): Closeup of a natural cellular material, diagram of
cell beam mechanics under loading, comparison of effective cellular material properties with
different internal architectures made from the same base material, from [22] and [25].

Figure 2-2: Electromagnetic metamaterials (L to R): seminal experimental work by Pendry
et al [161], diagram of an individual split ring resonator (SRR) cell whose features and
spacing are sub-wavelength to result in an effective material with novel properties, negative
refractive index material can be used to make near-perfect lenses with sub-diffraction limited
focus, from [47]

Figure 2-3: Mechanical metamaterials (L to R): example of ultralight density metal microlattice [28], diagram of an rationally designed octet unit cell which results in a stretch-dominated
lattice [33], new parts of material property space can be accessed with this approach.
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Digital Materials
As mentioned previously, digital materials are effectively assembled metamaterials (Figure 2-4). Here, modular parts with specific geometries and orientations are reversibly assembled to form larger, functional materials and structures. Initial proofs of concept demonstrated a generalized part geometry for press-fit construction of planar elements [48] and a
separate approach used spherical voxels joined with a binder to produce user defined geometries [49]. This was further developed into functional electronic materials using two materials
types to make heterogeneous assemblies [50]. This led to a discrete robotic construction kit,
consisting of rigid, flexural, and actuation (magnetic core and voice coil) building blocks,
which was used to produce small crawling robots and stepping motors [51]. All of the above
digital materials use press-fit connections between parts. This simplifies construction, and
suffices structurally for the given applications, but for more demanding applications, additional capacity at the joint is required. Here, we see reversible fasteners employed to complete
the structural load bearing profile of the joint.

Figure 2-4: Digital materials. A) Rigid, flexure, and actuated building block parts comprise
a discrete robotic construction kit [51], B) spherical voxels with binder can be rapidly assembled by a machine, and interlocking parts can be composed into larger functional cells
and structures [49].
Discrete Lattice Materials
A particular subset of digital materials seeks to build high performance lattice structures
based on cellular solid theory. I term these discrete lattice materials. Here, artificial cellular
structures are decomposed into discrete, modular parts which are reversibly assembled to
form space-filling lattice structures with tunable, exotic mechanical properties (Figure 2-5).
The notion of discrete lattice materials was first explored by Cheung and Gershenfeld [52].
Here, a Cuboctahedron lattice is decomposed into modular, cruciform parts. The vertices of
these parts interconnect and are locked with a metal shear clip to make a rigid, space-filling
lattice. Parts are manufactured in batches using a custom tool for winding carbon fiber
filament, impregnating with resin, and curing. This monolithic prism is then sliced into
thin sections, which are the discrete lattice elements. Due to the fiber alignment resulting
from the winding process, any loading transferred axially through struts is aligned with
the fiber orientation, thus resulting in a 3D quasi-isotropic carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(CFRP) composite. This was the first published ultralight material with linear specific
modulus scaling, and the resulting effective modulus was an order of magnitude higher than
then-reported metal microlattices [28].
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The aforementioned CFRP lattice part production method was slightly laborious, making
it difficult to produce lots of part quickly. The work presented by Gregg et al [53] showed that
parts can be mass-produced, resulting in economic production at scale. Here, a full octahedra
is injection molded as a single, monolithic part from glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP)
(Figure 2-5). It was shown that noticeable chopped fiber alignment resulted from strategic
flow gate locations, though knit lines were unavoidable and thus sometimes resulted in suboptimal, strength-based, failure modes. Voxels have a 76.1mm (3in) pitch, and they are
joined to neighboring voxels using 0-80 nuts and bolts. This material system used to build
a 4m span ultralight lattice aerostructure consisting of over 4,000 voxels. This was enabled
by the cost efficient and high throughput manufacturing process. Additionally, experiments
were performed where 4x4x4 specimens were tested to initial failure, then that damaged
voxel was replaced, and the post-repair specimen showed nearly 100% structural recovery.

Figure 2-5: Discrete lattice materials. (L) Wound, cured, and sliced CFRP lattice components by Cheung and Gershenfeld [52], (R) Injection molded GFRP octahedra voxels by
Gregg and Cheung [53].
Observations
Given this as background, there are several key themes to keep in mind as I introduce
my new material system:
Performance vs scale: natural cellular materials show multiple levels of hierarchy, and
through this internal architecture, improved mechanical performance for eg: stiff tree limbs.
Engineering systems can achieve this too, but to be scalable, there must be reliability as
shown in digital systems, else premature and unpredictable failure modes may occur.
Cost vs complexity: nature achieves its fantastic biodiversity of its millions of species all
from 20 amino acids. It is through their spatial programming that function emerges. While
digital fabrication processes show promise to achieve arbitrary levels of complexity, achieving
this at scale comes with great cost. Modularity seen in biological growth can be emulated
in artificial processes.
Constructability: this thesis is focused on building useful structures and systems; the
practical aspects of construction must be considered from the beginning. Simple, repeatable
processes (automated or not) should work in a way that allows hundreds or thousands of
repetitions, and be able to quickly identify and fix inherent process flaws.
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2.2

Discretely Assembled Mechanical Metamaterials

In this section, I present a construction system for mechanical metamaterials based on discrete assembly of a finite set of modular, mass produced parts. I demonstrate experimentally
the desired metamaterial property for each part type, and combined with numerical modeling
results, display other novel, unexpected properties. A modular construction scheme enables
a range of mechanical metamaterial properties to be achieved, including rigid, compliant,
auxetic and chiral, all of which are assembled with a consistent process across part types,
thereby expanding the functionality and accessibility of this approach. The incremental nature of discrete assembly enables mechanical metamaterials to be produced efficiently and
at low cost, beyond the scale of the 3D printer.

2.2.1

Effective Lattice Properties

In Figure 2-6, I show a log-log plot of density vs Young’s Modulus for existing engineering
materials. I am adding to this the blue area to the left labelled “Architected Cellular Solids”,
which exist in a previously unoccupied part of parameter space. Using cellular solid theory
(Figure 2-7), we can project into this space and predict the behavior of a lattice design
(labelled d ) based on a) the material it’s made from (say, carbon fiber, or aluminum), b) the
topology, which refers to the particular lattice geometry, and c) the relative density, which is
a function of cell size and beam thickness. Next I will walk through these steps in detail.

Figure 2-6: Ashby style log-log plot of density vs Young’s modulus for engineering materials,
based on [34]. Beginning with a base material (A), then the lattice geometry (B) that
provides the scaling value/slope, we project to a certain relative density (C) that should give
us a good estimate of lattice performance at (D).
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Figure 2-7: Lattice design parameters used to produce new cellular solids, from [26].

Material
While choosing a base material may seem trivial, it has significant consequences in terms of
both structural mechanics and fabrication. The yield strain of a material is the proportion
of strength to stiffness (𝜎/E) and describes how a material responds to deflection to the
point of plastic deformation. For materials with low yield strains such as ceramics (10−4 ),
yielding will occur before buckling, whereas materials with high yield strain like elastomers
(100 ) buckle before yielding. This will play a significant role in designing our lattice in the
following sections. In terms of fabrication, not all materials are compatible with certain
processes. Limits exist for molding, milling, cutting, pressing, folding—picking a material
requires knowledge of how it can be processed into parts.
Geometry
Lattice geometry can be stochastic or periodic, we focus on the latter. Space filling polyhedra
help describe a regular set of possible designs, noting that in our case we’ll want to use
shapes that satisfy constraints of being statically determinate known as Maxwell criteria.
Looking at the joints of these lattices, we can also describe them based on their connectivity,
or the number of members terminating into a joint to create a continuous, load bearing
beam network. Connectivity relates to how loads are resolved internally—low connectivity
results in bending dominated lattices, which have low stiffness to weight, compared to high
connectivity, which results in stretch dominated lattices, meaning internally, members are
sufficiently triangulated in 3D space to produce a network of beams operating solely in axial
tension or compression, which results in a higher stiffness to weight ratio, which is what
we’re after. We want to balance performance with practicality, and prior art had shown that
vertex connected octahedra have a lower connectivity than some of the higher geometries,
but still have good scaling values.
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Figure 2-8: Lattice geometry. (L to R) 2D connectivity of over, exact, and under constrained frames, polyhedra which satisfy Maxwell’s criteria extended to 3D with octahedra
highlighted, vertex connceted octahedra vs. face connected cuboctahedra. From [26].
Density
A key characteristic of a cellular solid is its relative density, which can relate many macroscopic properties of the lattice such as stiffness and strength to the properties of the material
that constitutes the lattice. Combined with the previously mentioned material and geometry properties, this relationship takes the form of a power law, where for example the ratio
of macroscopic stiffness 𝐸 * and constituent material stiffness 𝐸 are related to the ratio of
cellular solid density 𝜌* and constituent material density 𝜌 [26]: 𝐸 * /𝐸 = 𝑘(𝜌* /𝜌)𝑎 .
Here, 𝑎 depends on the geometry of the lattice selected, and 𝑘 depends on the direction of
the applied load for given geometry. Relative density also relates to beam failure mechanics,
which will be explained in Section 2.2.3.
By varying the relative density, the macroscopic behaviors of a cellular solid can be tuned
to precisely the desired compliance and mass. In particular, below a density of 10 kg/𝑚3 ,
cellular solids are considered to be "ultralight" [33]. Lattices composed of high-performance
materials like alumina or CFRP approach the stiffness of elastomers, but with many orders of
magnitude lower mass density. For example, we regularly produce materials with an effective
stiffness similar to that of a solid block of rubber, which, if of sufficient cross section, can
actually appear to be quite stiff. However, that stiffness comes at a price of mass. We can
produce a volume of material with the same stiffness but at a density over 200 times lighter.
Combined, these parameters are used to define a novel cellular solid. Now I will describe
how we go from the material, geometry, and density to a discrete set of parts for mass
production and assembly.
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2.2.2

Discrete Lattice System

Having selected the cuboctahedra lattice, I created a new geometric decomposition. The
cuboctahedra lattice gets decomposed into face connected cuboctahedra voxels, which then
get decomposed into flat, square-shaped face parts (Figure 2-9). These should be simple to
manufacture, and have a straightforward path to assembly, but before I discuss that, I want
to show how we actually engineer this particular lattice to behave properly
For proper lattice behavior, the assembled structure should act as a network of beams.
Specifically, both the macroscopic stiffness and strength criteria should be governed by local
beam properties, and not by the joints. To ensure this, we must design the joints to have
higher stiffness and strength values than the beams, that way, from a structural point of view,
the joints disappear, and we’re left with the network of beams that we wanted originally, as
if they were made monolithically.

Figure 2-9: Discrete assembly system. A) 3x3x3 lattice consists of 27 individual voxels, B)
Voxels consist of six individual faces, C) Faces consist of beams and joints
A lattice, or a mechanical metamaterial consisting of a periodic network of interconnected
beams, can be described, and its performance predicted, analytically. I can describe lattices
as stretch- or bending-dominated, based on how they resolve external forces as a function
of their internal beam connectivity, which corresponds to Maxwell’s frame rigidity criteria
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extended to 3D (5). Stretch-dominated lattices, such as the octet, have higher connectivity
(Z = 12) and higher stiffness to weight than bending-dominated lattices, such as the kelvin,
which have lower connectivity (Z = 4) (7).
In this work we use the cuboctahedra lattice (referred to as Cuboct) geometry, which
is uniquely positioned between low and high connectivity (Z = 8) yet has been shown to
have stretch-dominated behavior, in both microlattice implementation (28) and as discretely
assembled vertex connected octahedra.
In Figure 2-9, I show a new decomposition using face-connected cuboctahedra voxels
which produces the same lattice geometry but has additional benefits to be discussed herein.
Voxels are discretized into faces, which consist of beams and joints. There are two types of
joints: inner-voxel joints are the points at which 6 separate faces are joined to form a voxel,
and inter-voxel joints provide the vertex to vertex connections between neighboring voxels
at along a single face. A joint consists of nodes, which are the geometric features on the part
providing the fastening area, and the fasteners, which are mechanical connectors. Based on
the material and geometric properties of each subsystem, local properties can be controlled
to ensure proper global, continuum behavior. In this case, our lattice should behave as an
interconnected network of beams. Therefore, we wish to design joints to possess significantly
higher effective stiffness and strength than the beams they connect. In this way, the global
effective stiffness and strength of the lattice are governed by those subsystems with the lowest
relative value.

2.2.3

Structural load paths

To better understand the inner workings of the lattice system, the rigid cuboct is taken as
the “base” unit, which is used for describing system architecture such as critical dimensions
and relative structural performance metrics. Figure 2-10A shows a 2x2x2 cube loaded in
tension in the positive Z direction. In-plane beams parallel to the loading direction (XY
and YZ planes) go into tension, which results in the out of plane members (XY plane) go
into compression. Assuming periodic boundary conditions, a single representative voxel is
shown in Figure 2-10B, where external loading and reaction forces at outward facing nodes
are shown. XY plane nodes logically go into tension on the top and bottom faces of the
voxel. XZ and YZ faces have combined tension and compression reaction forces at the
nodes, while all beams are in tension. Due to the construction employed, in-plane face loads
are transferred through adjacent nodes to the outward face, which is normal to the load
path direction, as shown in Figure 2-10C. At the junction of four, in-plane voxels, there
are 3 possible load paths: all compression, all tension, or mixed tension and compression
(Figure 2-10 G-I). All compression is resolved through contact pressure of the node area,
which helps in reducing the resulting pressure magnitude. All tension loads transfer from
in plane beams, through inner-voxel joints, then through rivets which are parallel to the
load path but fixtured to faces which are normal to the load path. Combined loads have
overlapping, orthogonal load paths. Having determined the unique load paths that occur,
we can determine stiffness and strength of each of the subsystems, from the fasteners, to the
joints, to the beams, and ultimately, to proper continuum lattice behavior.
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Figure 2-10: Load paths in rigid Cuboct lattice. A) 2x2x2 cube under uniaxial tension in
Z direction, B) sample voxel under tension in Z direction, C) detail of corner joint showing
internal load transfer, D) 2x2x2 cube under uniaxial compression in Z direction, E) sample voxel under compression in Z direction, F) detail of corner joint showing internal load
transfer, G) illustration of cross-axis load transfer at joints, showing XZ and YZ planes in
uniform tension, H) mixed compression and tension, and I) uniform compression.

The fasteners are 3/32” diameter aluminum domed head blind rivets, with a listed tensile
strength of 578 N (130 lbf), thus the rivet component of a voxel-to-voxel joint has a tensile
strength of 2,312 N (520 lbf). This is verified experimentally, as shown in Figure 1. The rivets
yield strength is 2,125 N, or 531 N per rivet ( 92% of the listed capacity), and a combined
axial stiffness k = 1,575 N/mm. When tensile forces are transferred across a joint, the load
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path goes from the rivet to the inter-voxel node, which consists of a rivet mounting location
and a pair of armatures that extend from the mounting location to the node, coincident with
the termination of the two beams into said node.
To avoid stress concentrations, fillets are used at the intersection of the armature and
the beam, and this is validated in FEA. Critical stress 𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =110 MPa results from a tip load
𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑝 =90N, for a node load 𝐹𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 =180N, which is roughly one third the tensile capacity of
the rivet. An entire face consists of four of these joints, giving an overall capacity of 720
N. The FEA model also provides the linear-elastic bending stiffness of the node, which is
138 N/mm, and an entire voxel-to-voxel node stiffness of 552 N/mm, which is roughly one
third the stiffness of the rivets. As seen in Figure 2-10, these armatures have a length L, a
thickness t, and a width w. They can be treated as cantilever beams, each one taking a tip
load of 𝐹𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 /2. This will result in a deflection 𝑑 = 𝐹 𝐿3 /3𝐸𝐼, where 𝐼 = 𝑤𝑡3 /12. Using our
material’s elastic modulus E = 2 GPa, and length l = 5mm. I expect failure of this armature
at the root, where the largest moment and shear forces are. The critical stress of a cantilever
beam is 𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =My/I, which can be rearranged to determine the critical load 𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎𝐼/𝑙𝑦,
where y=t/2. Plugging in our as-molded parameters (t = 1.5mm, w = 4mm, and 𝜎 = 110
MPa), I get 𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 234N, which provides a reasonable factor of safety for this feature.

2.2.4

Beam Behavior

Here we discuss yield strength as the point at which initial beam failure occurs. The mechanism for this failure is important for understanding how the discrete lattice system behaves
as a continuum lattice. As shown in Figure 2-10, external loads are resolved internally as
beam tension and compression. Beam tensile failure is determined by constituent material
and beam cross sectional area, with the critical force 𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎 * 𝐴.
Beams in compression fail in different ways depending
√︀ on their slenderness ratio, defined
as effective length over radius of gyration, (𝑙/𝑘) = 𝐿𝑒𝑓 𝐴/𝐼. This is used to describe three
compression member types in terms of their failure modes: short, intermediate, and long. As
cellular solid theory is only applicable at relative densities under 30% , we limit our analysis
to beams with slenderness ratios above 4:1 (see Figure 2-11). For sparse Euler buckling is
the elastic stability limit, and is applicable to long members, but as slenderness ratio goes
to zero, Euler buckling predictions go to infinity. Therefore, the Johnson parabola curve
considers material yield strain (𝜎/E), the strain at which the material ceases to be linearly
elastic [30], in calculating the inelastic stability limit. The transition between long and
intermediate occurs at the critical slenderness ratio, which can be calculated using material
and beam geometric properties (40).
Our material is a GFRP with an elastic modulus E = 2 GPa
√︀and yield strength 𝜎 = 107
MPa, and we can calculate critical slenderness using (𝑙/𝑘)𝑐𝑟 = 2𝜋 2 𝐸/𝜎 = 19.21. Based on
our part geometry, we find our beam slenderness to be 29.5. Therefore, our beams should
fail based on Euler buckling at a critical load 𝐹𝑐𝑟 = 70N. Using the yield strength values from
our material, we can determine the experimental value for critical beam load by dividing the
global peak load (7.8 kN) by the cross sectional voxel count (16), resulting in 487.5 N/voxel,
121.9 N/node, which is carried by two beams at 45 degree angles, giving a beam load of 86N.
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Figure 2-11: Beam behavior showing relationship between compression member slenderness
ratio, failure mode, and resulting lattice relative density. Beams above the critical slenderness
ratio (l/k = 29.5) fail by elastic buckling, beams below fail by plastic buckling. Relative
densities above 30% are invalid for cellular theory to apply.
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2.2.5

Modeling

Lattices are designed as network of beams, and as such, their modeling can be drastically
simplified through the use of sparse matrix solvers for well-established beam models such
as Euler or Timoshenko. This allows a beam to be described in as few terms as possible:
their endpoints in the cell coordinates, cross-sectional area, density, second area moments of
inertia, and elastic moduli (tensile E, shear G, and torsional J). Assuming global stability
(ie: properly constrained, no mechanisms), a load/displacement relationship can easily be
calculated by summing all the beam contributions at each node in the lattice and solving,
at least in the linear-elastic case, which is usually where we are interested, at least initially.
For a single cuboct voxel with 24 beams joined at 12 nodes, there are 72 degrees of freedom
to solve for (3 translation and 3 rotation at each node). Fully meshed FEA models are
used only when needed to inspect local stress concentrations in a solid-based model, which
have much larger computational requirements. Comparion between these two approaches
are shown in Figure 2-12 and 2-13.

2.2.6

Production

The results of characterizing the as-molded properties of the GFRP material are shown in
Figure 2-15, where the elastic modulus and yield strength vary based on the location of the
gate and resulting knit lines. For injection molded FRP, fiber concentration reduces with
distance from the gate. The highest concentration is around the gate, resulting in relatively
high stiffness, but residual thermal and mechanical stress from the injection process cause
a relatively lower yield strength. At the end of the flow, knit lines can result in around
50% yield strength reduction (27), in addition to reduced elastic modulus owing to distance
from the gate. Therefore, controlling the location of these features is important. I want to
avoid having the gate or knit line occur near the middle of the beam, where stress will be
magnified during beam buckling induced strain. I also want to avoid having the end knit line
occur on the inter- or inner-voxel nodes. Aside from operational stresses, during the voxel
construction the outward force of the rivet expanding from actuation causes circumferential
stress in the node area which can result in rupture along knit lines.
The resulting gate and knit line locations are shown for the rigid part type in Figure
2-15A, with contours indicating the flow location at increasing time steps. To characterize
the range of as-molded material properties, specimens from each beam group were extracted
from the faces and tested in uniaxial tension until failure, and the resulting elastic modulus
and yield strength were calculated, as shown in Figure 2-15B. These findings confirm several
key aspects of part production. Beam group 1, which is closest to the gate, has high fiber
content, thus a high elastic modulus, but has lower yield strength due to residual stress
caused by gate proximity. Beam groups 2 and 3 have flows that move continuously from one
end to the other, which promotes axial fiber alignment, giving a higher elastic modulus and
yield strength. The last beam group has the lowest modulus, due to being at the end of the
flow front, and the lowest strength, due to knit line proximity.
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Figure 2-12: Comparison of numerical models for a single rigid cuboct voxel. A) NASTRAN
(built in FEA for commercial CAD/CAE software, Autodesk Fusion), B) Beam model with
additional model detail of joints, C) Theoretical beam model.

Figure 2-13: Numerical modeling at various scales. A) 10x10x10 analytical beam model,
B) 2x2x2 detail beam model with axial stresses shown, C) unloaded model, D) 2x2x2 detail
mesh FEA model, E) Section view of joint, F) Section and closeup view of voxel to voxel
joint, G) stress concentrations visible at non-filleted edges.
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Figure 2-14: Injection molding details. Two part mold, with cavity below and core above,
and a detailed view of the 45 degree angle hole, which is achieved by splitting the feature
between core and cavity

Figure 2-15: Molding parameters and resulting part properties. A) Injection molding gate
layout and resulting material flow and knit line location, B) Characterization of different
beam groups based on relative locations on part.
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Fasteners
Given a huge variety of fasteners, here i’m showing some we’ve used including nuts and bolts,
flexural clips, rivets, and custom made androgynous interlocking parts being developed at
NASA. As long as they meet the stiffness and strength criteria as determined earlier, they
should work. It’s just a question of a) mass, and b) installation. Nuts and bolts are very
mass efficient, but very fussy to install. Clips can be installed with just a translational
degree of freedom. Andogynous fasteners can be customized to interface with robots For
this work I’m using a 3/32” diameter aluminum blind rivets. They’re installed with a variety
of riveting tools, my current favorite is a pneumatic rivet gun. There are several benefits to
using rivets: they’re cheap, they’re efficient, they’re one sided, and there’s a whole industry
that supplies rivet installation tools for aerospace.

Figure 2-16: Mechanical fasteners for voxel assembly. A) Steel nut and bolt [53], B) Press fit
and shear clip [57], C) Custom androgynous interlocking fastener for robotic assembly [58],
D) Blind aluminum pop rivet, used in this work.

Assembly
Face parts are jointed at their corners with 3/32” diameter aluminum blind pop rivets. They
are assembled one at a time, to form a cuboct voxel, as shown in Figure 2-17A. Voxels are
then joined to neighboring voxels at their face-connection locations, using the same fasteners.
To access this, a long-reach pop rivet gun is inserted through the opposite face as shown in
Figure 2-17B. The face-connection nodes of this opposite face force the gun to come in at a
slight angle, but the rivet actuation is successful.
Individual voxels have 12 corner joints, and a single voxel takes approximately 90-120
seconds to assemble. On average, once assembled a given voxel then has four rivets per face,
which gives 24 rivets total, half of which are attributed to neighboring voxels. Thus, a single
voxel has on average 12 face connections associated with its assembly time. Based on this
and timed assembly exercises, I estimate the average voxel assembly time to be 4.5 minutes.
Total assembly times are presented in Table 1. Future research will investigate automating
these processes.
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Figure 2-17: Voxel and lattice assembly. A) Voxel assembly sequence. Faces are joined
together one at a time, using rivets at the corners. A voxel consists of six faces and twelve
rivets. B) Neighboring voxels are joined with the same method, rivet gun shown entering
opposite face, at slight angle due to interference with inter-voxel joint node of entering face.

2.2.7

Subsystem characterization

Following as-molded material characterization to calibrate analytical and numerical models,
subsystems are then characterized in tests designed to isolate the critical performance aspects for proper system behavior. Rivets, inter-voxel nodes, individual voxels (consisting of
beams and inner-voxel joints), and multi-voxel assemblies were tested. The specific goal is
to quantify the degree to which voxel and multi-voxel behavior is governed by stiffness and
strength properties of the beams, rather than the joints. Experimental results are shown in
Figure 2-18, with axial stiffness and critical load values noted.
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Since each subsystem effectively acts across the same cross section (a single voxel), we
can directly compare their yield strength using their observed failure loads. We see the
intervoxel node and fastener yield strengths are roughly two and four times the voxel yield
strength, respectively. For axial stiffness, we treat single and multi-voxel tests as effective
springs in series. A single voxel then consists of five effective springs in series: top fasteners,
top nodes, voxel, bottom nodes, and bottom fasteners. For springs in series, the equivalent
axial stiffness is the reciprocal of the sum of the individual spring reciprocals:

For large 𝑘𝑖 and small 𝑘1 , we see that 𝑘𝑒𝑞 equals 𝑘1 , indicating that the governing value is
the lower spring stiffness. Using measured values for fasteners, nodes, and voxels, we see the
experimental value for the two-voxel assembly agrees with this analytical description, and
that both effective stiffness and strength are governed by voxel, and thus beam, properties.
This construction system is then used to design a family of part types with a range of
mechanical metamaterial properties.

Figure 2-18: Experimental results for subsystem characterization, where we see joints (rivets
+ nodes) are individually stiffer and stronger than voxels, which are governed by beam
properties.
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2.3

Mechanical Metamaterial Part Types

Here I present the discretely assembled mechanical metamaterial system consisting of four
part types: rigid, compliant, auxetic, and chiral, shown in Figure 2-20. Six face parts (Figure
2-20A) are assembled to form voxels (Figure 2-20B), which are then assembled to form multivoxel lattices (Figure 2-20C). The four lattice types and their behaviors will be described in
further detail in the following subsections.
Rigid voxels resolve external loading through axial beam tension and compression, resulting in elastic, followed by plastic, buckling of struts. Lattice made with these parts shows
near-linear density scaling of effective elastic modulus. Prior art includes hierarchical, ultralight, ultra-stiff lattice [33], composite assembled and epoxied lattice [59], and new lattice
topologies for improved isotropy [55].
Compliant voxels are designed with corrugated flexure beams, a motif found in flexural
motion systems [60], which resolve axial beam forces through elastic deformation of the
planar flexures. Lattice made with these parts show consistent elastomeric behavior at even
single voxel resolution and have a near-zero Poisson ratio. Prior art includes lattices made
from elastomeric material for extreme strain [38] and rationally designed flexural internal
architectures for macroscopic material mechanisms with directional compliance [37].
Auxetic voxels are designed as intersecting planes of re-entrant mechanisms, which expand
and contract laterally under uniaxial tension and compression, respectively, producing an
effective negative Poisson’s ratio. Prior art includes re-entrant foams pioneered by Roderic
Lakes [23], 2D programmable auxetic structures [61], and sinusoidal curved-beam networks
with auxetic behavior [62]
Chiral voxels are designed with an asymmetric mechanism which responds to in plane
loading by producing either clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) rotation. When
interconnected in three dimensions, this produces out of plane twist in response to uniaxial
tension or compression. Prior art includes 3D chiral metamaterials using cells with internal
handedness [41] and chiral 2D plates for twisting wing tips [63].

Figure 2-19: Overview of metamaterial mechanisms. A) Rigid, B) Compliant, C) Auxetic,
D) Chiral.
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Figure 2-20: Four types of discretely assembled mechanical metamaterials, left to right:
rigid, compliant, auxetic, and chiral. A) As-molded face parts, B) Single voxel, front view,
C) 2x2x2 Cube, front view, D) Single voxel, oblique view, E) 2x2x2 oblique view. Scale bars:
A) 10mm, B, D) 25mm, C, E) 50mm.
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2.3.1

Rigid Lattice

The rigid lattice type exhibits modulus-density scaling which matches previous results in
literature but does so with a novel geometric decomposition. The characteristic behavior of
a unit cell voxel is shown in Figure 2-22. The geometry is isotropic along its primary axes,
and it responds to loads through axial beam tension and compression. While individual
voxels are dominated by under-constrained, mechanism behavior of the quadrilateral faces,
when multiple voxels are joined, there is sufficient connectivity to provide rigidity through
triangulation of neighboring voxel faces. Effective modulus increases with increasing cell
count, eventually reaching an effective continuum value, as seen in Figure 2-24B.
Having established that the global behavior is governed by the beam properties, now I
can correlate analytical models with experimental results for effective lattice behavior. Here
I will look at effective elastic modulus E* and yield strength 𝜎, the former corresponding
to the linear portion of the stress strain curve under quasi-static loading, and the latter
corresponding to the failure load divided by the specimen cross section area. Stress-strain
curves for lattice specimens of cube side voxel count n = 1-4 are shown in Figure 2-23, where
an initial linear elastic regime is followed by a non-linear elastic regime and plastic yield.
Using load and displacement data, stress and strain values are calculated based on lattice
specimen size. The calculated moduli are shown with numerical results in Figure 2-24. It
can be seen that as voxel count n increases, E* approaches a continuum value depending on
the beam thickness, and thus relative density of the lattice. Numerically, I investigate the
effect of increasing beam thickness t as a function of lattice pitch P and plot the resulting
curves in Figure 2-24.
These predicted effective lattice properties over the range of effective densities are plotted
relative to constituent values in Figure 2-30A. The slope of the curve connecting these points,
plotted on a log/log chart, provides the power scaling value, which is used to analytically
predict lattice behaviors at the macroscopic scale [26]. Effective modulus and density are
related to constituent modulus and density by 𝐸 * /𝐸 = 𝑘(𝜌* /𝜌)𝑎 , where a is 1 for stretch
dominated lattices and 2 for bending dominated. I find a = 1.01 for our rigid lattice.
This scaling value had been shown previously for the monolithic (additively manufactured)
cuboctahedron lattice [55] and for discretely assembled, vertex connected octahedra [53], to
which I now add this novel lattice decomposition.
Next, I compare experimental yield stress results with analytical predictions of local beam
failure based on relative density, as a function of beam thickness t and lattice pitch P. Here,
I will use experimental data from the 4x4x4 specimen, as this is closest to demonstrating
continuum behavior. Based on the load at failure and lattice geometry, I can determine
a given beam compressive failure load to be 88N. I determine the analytical critical beam
load using either the Euler buckling formula or the Johnson parabola limit, depending on
the compression member’s slenderness ratio (Figure 2-11) I determine our beam slenderness
ratio to be 29.5, which is over the critical slenderness ratio of 19.7, thus I use Euler buckling formula. Because the as-molded material properties vary, I determine the critical load
to range from 70 to 108 N, with the mean value of 89 N very closely approximating the
experimental value.
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Figure 2-21: Rigid lattice. (Top) Built 4x4x4 voxel cube, (bottom) single voxel and face
part.
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Figure 2-22: Rigid lattice voxel. A) Characteristic unit cell voxel demonstrating beam
buckling and positive transverse strain in response to compressive load, B) in plane FBD of
face part.

Figure 2-23: Rigid lattice testing. Experimental test setup for n = 1-4, showing undeformed,
and deformed shape at initial beam failure.
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Figure 2-24: Rigid lattice testing results. A) Compression testing results, B) Effective stiffness simulation and experimental results demonstrating continuum behavior at increasing
voxel count.

Figure 2-25: Effect of boundary conditions as a function of cell count. A) In this plot of
cube side length versus fraction of total beams for internal and boundary beams, we see an
interesting crossover at n = 3, which suggests this should be the minimum lattice size to
ensure global behavior is not governed by boundary conditions. B) View of cubes from n =
1 to n = 10, with color codes for internal and boundary beams.
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2.3.2

Compliant Lattice

The compliant lattice type exhibit quadratic scaling for effective stiffness, as well as consistency across voxel counts regarding continuum behavior and elastic limit values. We present
experimental and numerical results for the compliant lattice type in Figure 2-29. The characteristic behavior of a unit cell voxel is shown in Figure 2-27. While the load paths are
topologically the same as the rigid voxel, as this is a function of lattice connectivity, the
mechanism through which beams resolve these loads is different. Here, the planar-spring
beams deform in combined axial and in-plane bending, as a controllable property of the
compliant features we design. This produces several unique properties in this lattice type.
First, we can see from the experimental stress-strain curves that for similar strains, the
compliant lattice shows linear elastic behavior, up until the elastic limit (Figure 2-29). The
stress at which this transition occurs is consistent across voxel counts, from n = 1 to n =
4. Second, the effective modulus is also consistent across voxel counts. This is confirmed
by simulations. Given the large range of linear to non-linear and individual to continuum
behavior seen in the rigid lattice, the compliant lattice is markedly different in its consistency.
This behavior is attributable to the spring-like behavior of the beams, a similar observation
to analytical models for stochastic foams (30). As cube specimen side length voxel count
increases, so do the number of springs acting in parallel, which produces an effective spring
stiffness. But as spring count increases, so does effective area, both proportional to side
length squared. Thus, a single voxel has the same effective modulus as a 4x4x4 or an n
x n x n cube. This effect is reduced as beam-spring amplitude a goes to zero, meaning it
approaches behavior similar to the rigid cuboct lattice.
Another property observed experimentally, and confirmed numerically, is a low, nearzero, Poisson’s ratio. Figure 2-30B shows the simulated effective Poisson’s ratios for the
compliant and rigid voxel. At the largest compliant amplitude, we see a value of near zero.
As the amplitude a of the compliant spring feature goes to zero, the Poisson’s ratio converges
to around 0.15, which is the effective value for the entire parameter range of the rigid lattice.
Finally, this lattice shows near quadratic stiffness scaling, in contrast to the near linear
scaling shown by the rigid lattice, while having the same base lattice topology and connectivity as the rigid version (Figure 2-30A)—meaning it has bending-dominated behavior with
a stretch dominated lattice geometry. This is attributable to the localized behavior of the
spring-like beams. Whereas in the rigid lattice vertically oriented beams in compression are
offset by horizontally oriented beams in tension, resulting in stretch dominated behavior,
here global strain is a function of local spring-beam strain, which does not produce significant reactions at beam ends opposite an external load. This behavior gradually changes as
we approach a = 0.05 but is clearly after the experimental data at a = 0.075.
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Figure 2-26: Compliant lattice. (Top) Built 4x4x4 voxel cube, (bottom) single voxel and
face part.
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Figure 2-27: Compliant lattice voxel. A) Characteristic unit cell voxel demonstrating flexure
spring-beam deformation and small transverse strain in response to compressive load.

Figure 2-28: Compliant lattice testing. Experimental test setup for n = 1-4, undeformed
and deformation at the onset of non-linearity.
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Figure 2-29: Compliant lattice testing results. A) Compression testing results, B) Effective
stiffness simulation and experimental results, which show near continuum value at low voxel
count for all but the smallest spring-beam amplitude designs.

Figure 2-30: Comparison of effective properties for rigid and compliant lattice. A) Simulation
results for modulus-density scaling value for rigid and compliant lattice, which are linear
and quadratic, respectively. B) Simulation results for effective Poisson’s ratio for rigid and
compliant lattice, with large spring-beam amplitudes having a value of near zero.
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2.3.3

Auxetic Lattice

The goal of the auxetic lattice type is to exhibit a controllable negative Poisson’s ratio. I
present experimental and numerical results for the auxetic lattice type in Figures 2-34 and
2-35. The characteristic behavior of a unit cell voxel is shown in Figure 2-32. Due to the
internal architecture, which consists of interconnected, re-entrant mechanisms seen elsewhere
in literature (14), the cell responds to axial strain with a similarly signed transverse strain,
resulting in a negative Poisson’s ratio 𝜈 = −𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 /𝜖𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 . This value can be controlled based
on the re-entrant distance d as a function of lattice pitch P, as shown in Figure 2-34B.
Experimental results are shown in Figure 2-34A. Lattice specimens are cubes of voxel
width n = 1-4. Specimens were compressed to identical axial strain values of 0.2, and
transverse strain was measured by visually tracking points using fiducials mounted to the
nodes along transverse faces (yz plane) parallel to the camera. These results are slightly
obscured due to reduced reentrant behavior at the edges of the lattice. In Figure 2-34B, we
show contour plots element translation in the y direction, which is out of plane and normal
to the camera view. While this behavior is generally isotropic, it should be noted that the
effect of the internal mechanisms is reduced at the corners/edges of the cube specimen, as
shown in Figure 2-35. This effect is taken into account when calculating the effective strain
values which are plotted in Figure 2-34B, over the range of parameters shown.
There are two main insights from this study. First is that the effective metamaterial
behavior approaches a nominal continuum value as cube side length of voxel count n increases. For any re-entrant distance, this behavior can be attributed to the increase of
internal mechanism architecture relative to boundary conditions. Boundary conditions increase as a function of surface area proportional to 𝑛2 , while internal mechanism architecture
increases as a function of specimen volume proportional to 𝑛3 . For lower values of d, the
single voxel demonstrates lower values for Poisson’s ratio (increased auxetic behavior) compared to multi-voxel specimens, but this is strongly influenced by boundary conditions, and
is considered an outlier.
The second insight is that the effective Poisson’s ratio decreases (becomes more negative)
as re-entrant distance d is increased, for voxel specimens larger than n = 1. This can be
understood by considering the continuous beams of the re-entrant faces as a pseudo rigid
body model (PRBM), where continuous flexural mechanisms are discretized as effectively
rigid links connected by planar joints with torsional stiffness (ie: a spring) (31). As d
decreases, so does link length, causing less clearly defined boundaries between the rigid link
and compliant spring joint (see supplementary material for further analysis). As a result, the
rigid link behavior begins to dominate, causing higher overall effective stiffness and lower
compliance, thus reducing the re-entrant mechanism efficacy. Further description of this
behavior can be found in supplementary material.
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Figure 2-31: Auxetic lattice. (Top) Built 4x4x4 voxel cube, (bottom) single voxel and face
part.
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Figure 2-32: Auxetic lattice voxel. A) Characteristic unit cell voxel demonstrating reentrant
mechanism action resulting in negative transverse strain in response to compressive load, B)
in plane FBD of middle section of voxel (note: this consists of portions of four face parts).

Figure 2-33: Auxetic lattice testing. Experimental test setup for n = 1-4, undeformed, and
deformed to 0.2 strain , with partial out of plane auxetic behavior visible.
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Figure 2-34: Auxetic lattice testing results. A) Raw data, B) Experimental and simulation
results compared.

Figure 2-35: Auxetic lattice boundary condition study. 3D contour plot demonstrating effect
of boundary conditions resulting in near zero Poisson’s ratio at edges.
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2.3.4

Chiral Lattice

The chiral lattice type exhibits scalable twisting behavior, which is attributable to having
two chiral part types, and developing a construction logic to avoid internal frustrations. I
present experimental and numerical results for the chiral lattice type in the following section.
The characteristic behavior of a unit cell voxel is shown in Figure 2-37. Based on the chirality
orientation, the cell will respond to an axial strain with a macroscopic twisting in either the
CW or CCW direction, in the plane normal to the direction of loading (ie: loading in z
direction results in twisting in xy plane). The effective chirality can be measured as degrees
twist per unit strain.
Experimental results are shown next to their numerical simulations in Figure 2-39. Lattice
specimens are designed as columns with 1:4 width to height ratio, similar to (15). The top
half is CCW chiral lattice and the bottom half is CW chiral lattice. This produces the
largest net twist at the rigid interface between the two halves and allows fixed boundary
conditions at the top and bottom. Chiral columns of 1x1x4, 2x2x8, and 3x3x12 were tested
in compression to identical axial strain values of 0.05, and twist was measured by tracking
a single point at the center of the lattice. Experimental results are shown in Figure 2-39A.
Surprisingly, the 1x1x4 shows larger values for twist than the 2x2x8. This is attributable to
internal architecture, which is also the cause of the scalable twisting found over a range of
beam sizes.
There are several key takeaways from this. First, we see that performance does not
decrease monotonically with increasing voxel count n, but rather stabilizes to a continuum
value. This is in contrast to comparable results in literature (15), and can be explained
by looking more closely at the combination of CW and CCW part types. Done properly,
internal frustrations—when CW and CCW faces are joined they essentially cancel each
other’s twist, resulting in zero twist per strain—can be avoided, as shown in (32) by using
voids. In our case, we get improved twist performance by logically designing the internal
architecture according to rules chosen to avoid frustration. This means that voxel types
are directionally anisotropic, in contrast to the previous three lattice types, and further are
spatially programmed to produce desired global effective behavior. Strategies for this spatial
programming are shown in Figure 2-38. On the left, we show a beam with odd number voxel
widths. Here, design rule 1 is to orient the net face chirality (represented as arrows) away
from the column interior. The experimental lattices for n=1 and n=3 widths were built using
rule 1. Design rule 2 was developed starting from n=2, where the orientation of interior faces
is ambiguous when following rule 1. Rule 2 introduces continuous, clockwise circumferential
orientation of the interior chiral faces and was used in construction the n=2 experimental
articles. Both rules are hierarchical, e.g. a rule 1 5x5 column contains a 3x3 and 1x1 column
in its interior as shown. Simulations were performed for all column widths using both rules
and show decreased twist response for rule 2, in agreement with experimental measurements.
These rules were determined empirically and are not considered exhaustive but indicate the
importance of rational design in this lattice type.
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Figure 2-36: Chiral lattice type. (Left) 3x3x12 chiral column, (Right) 2x2x2 cube showing
internal architecture of CCW (light blue) and CW (dark blue) parts with programmed spatial
distribution
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Figure 2-37: Chiral lattice voxel. A) Characteristic unit cell voxel demonstrating out of plane
coordinated rotation in response to compressive load. B) FBD of deformation mechanisms.

Figure 2-38: Chiral design rules. A) Two chiral part types allow internal frustration to be
avoided, thus enabling scalable chiral architecture, B) Design rules 1 (L) and 2 (R), which
emerge from odd and even columns, respectively.

Figure 2-39: Chiral testing : Experimental and simulation results of n = 1, 2, and 3, showing
total twist increases as column voxel width increases, but normalized twist per strain is lower
for n = 2.
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Figure 2-40: Chiral testing : Experimental results (left) and simulations (right).
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2.3.5

Discussion

I successfully demonstrated that it is possible to discretely assemble several types of mechanical metamaterials. Each type demonstrated near-continuum behavior, and the resulting lattices have strong parallels to prior art in the metamaterial body of research. These
are typically seen at the micrometer scale (Figure 2-41), but this work enables them to be
realized at the centimeter to meter scale—an increase of 103 , without the associated cost of
scaling up a machine several orders of magnitude to 3D print them.

Figure 2-41: Comparison of microlattice to discretely assembled lattice, where we see a factor
of 1000 scale increase. A) Rigid [55], B) Compliant [33], C) Auxetic [68], D) Chiral [41].
The scale of our system was originally driven by an application (see Section 4.2). A 75mm
lattice pitch was deemed appropriate in terms of spatial resolution (the higher the better)
and number of parts (the fewer the better). But a 75mm unit cell is quite large compared to
the majority of published lattice metamaterials, which typically have micrometer scale beam
elements composing centimeter scale parts. One argument in favor of discrete assembly is
the practicality: for tooling on the order of 103 USD and parts on the order of 102 USD,
with commercially available fasteners and tools summing 102 USD, one can build large-scale
mechanical metamaterials with no additional overhead. But if one wanted higher spatial
resolution with a smaller unit cell, how well would the system presented here scale down?
Here we can look at two critical aspects: part manufacturing and part joining.
Commercially available injection molding specifies minimum wall thickness of around
0.5mm, with some more specialized micro-molding services offering as thin as 0.15mm [69].
Our parts have beam thickness of 2.5mm, so just looking at isometrically scaling the part
down (which is sub-optimal, but useful for this exercise), we can get a part size shrink of 5x
with typical commercial molding. Micro-molding can potentially provide up to x16 shrink,
but for now, we will use a x10 shrink factor, to give 0.25mm thick beams. So, while the
cost model may become less favorable, micro-molding can produce lattice parts with 7.5mm
pitch (Figure 2-42).
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Figure 2-42: Voxel scaling study (shown at actual scale). A) Current voxel with 75mm pitch,
B) 5x shrink (1/5 original size) with 15mm pitch, C) x10 shrink (1/10 original size) with
7.5mm pitch, D) 75mm pitch face part with 2.5mm beam thickness and 2.5mm diameter rivet
with rivet tool, E) 15mm pitch face part with 0.5mm beam thickness and 0.5mm diameter
fastener (screwdriver shown for reference), F) 7.5mm pitch face part with 0.25mm beam
thickness and 0.25mm diameter fastener with scaled screwdriver for reference.
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With low cost, this metamaterial construction kit can still achieve spatial complexity.
In Section 4.4 I describe a heterogenous lattice using rigid and compliant parts. It is a
simple 1D beam but demonstrates controllable anisotropy. For heterogeneous voxel-based
metamaterials, the combinatorial possibilities scale exponentially with number of cells [44],
and it has been theorized that with only these two part types, it is possible to realize any
arbitrary elasticity tensor [70].
Of course, due to the high resolution, multi-material capabilities of polyjet-style 3D
printers, nearly continuous gradients can be achieved between materials (all of which are
photocurable polymers, but still offer at least an order of magnitude range of elastic modulus). For a discrete assembly system, it becomes a question of number of different parts and
resulting degree of spatial programmability. In Figure 2-43, I show several studies on possible
discrete graded heterogeneous lattices. In A), I show a beam starting as two part types, rigid
and compliant, and adding gradual transitions between the two. The finer the step size, the
more distinct part types there are. The face part themselves can also be heterogeneous, as
shown in C), where I transition from rigid to compliant by adding compliant beams one at a
time. This is anisotropic, but this could be leveraged to design specific deformation modes
into a lattice, such as having compliant or rigid bands or stripes running throughout a given
structure. Given the enormous potential of this topic, it will be explored further in future
work.

Figure 2-43: Graded heterogeneous discrete lattices. A) Compliant and rigid, with increasing
gradation from top to bottom, B) Chiral to achiral by varying the diameter of the internal
mechanism from D = P (lattice pitch) to D = 0, C) Heterogeneous part types allow inner-face
architectural control.
We can compare discrete assembly to other lattice production methods, specifically, additive manufacturing processes such as selective laser melting (SLM), fused deposition modeling (FDM), polyjet (photopolymer), stereolithography (SLA), and large area projection
microstereolithography. The results are shown in Table 2. The cost, scale, and throughput
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rates of discrete assembly are competitive and in some cases better than state of the art
additive, making this an appealing method for constructing large scale cellular structures.

In this chapter, I presented a method for producing large scale mechanical metamaterials
through discrete assembly of modular, mass-produced parts. I showed that bulk, continuum behavior can be achieved through design of the parts and connections, ensuring global
behaviors are governed by local properties. I presented a finite set of part types which exhibit a diverse range of behaviors. Rigid lattice types show linear stiffness to density scaling
with predictable failure modes. Compliant lattice types show quadratic stiffness to density
scaling, as well as unique bulk behavior at low cell count, such as near-zero Poisson’s ratio.
Auxetic lattice types show controllable, isotropic negative Poisson’s ratio. Chiral lattice
types show scalable transverse twist in response to axial strain, which is a result of two part
types being used to prevent internal architectural frustration. All four part types showed
good agreement with numerical results, and their behavior is predictable through analytical
means. All lattice types are made the same way: parts are injection molded and assembled
with blind rivets to make voxels, and voxels are similarly joined to build lattice. This is
a low cost, highly repeatable process that promises to enable mechanical metamaterials at
macro scales.
By offering a simple yet diverse set of parts unified with a consistent assembly method,
this work represents a significant step in lowing the barrier for entry to realizing the promise
of metamaterials. Combined with hierarchical design tools and assembly automation, this
research can enable emerging fields such as soft robotics, responsive aero and hydrodynamic
structures, and user-defined programmable materials, thereby further merging the digital
and physical sides of future engineering systems.
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Chapter 3
Assembly Automation
3.1

Background

Here I will review the state of the art for digital fabrication in terms of processes (continuous
vs. discrete) and platform mobility (stationary vs. mobile). Within each group, I will discuss
relevant metrics such as performance (ie: throughput, precision), scale, and cost/complexity,
specifically as they pertain to the production of useful structural parts and systems. I will
end by describing a relatively unoccupied part of parameter space, that of a material-robot
system.
Continuous Processes
A reasonable question to ask is why not just 3D print macro-scale cellular structures? In
demanding applications, parts made with layer-based deposition processes can suffer from
undesirable anisotropy [74], as well as being susceptible to stochastic error inherent to continuous material [75]. For risk-averse applications, such as 3D printed rocket parts, time
and labor intensive non-destructive inspection, such as ultrasonic imaging [76], is required.
While continuous material deposition techniques used in additive manufacturing offer promising complexity and efficiency at small scales, performance degrades as you scale up, with
both motion control and deposition granularity becoming coarser. For these reasons, large
structures made this way face significant hurdles in adoption to mass-production or high
performance applications—the risk of failure is still too great.
Nearly all of the previously mechanical metamaterials are made with some form of additive manufacturing, most of which are summarized in [19]. These processes vary widely
in terms of cost, precision, throughput, and material compatibility. The lower end of the
cost spectrum, such as fused deposition modeling (FDM), also tends to have lower performance. Limits of thermoplastic extrusion include layer-based anisotropy [74] and errors
resulting from build angles for complex 3D geometry [77]. Higher performance, and higher
cost, processes such as selective laser melting (SLM) utilize materials such as stainless steel,
but require non-trivial setup for particulate containment, and can suffer from layer-based
anisotropy, thermal warping, and geometry irregularity [78]. Some of the highest performance
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multi-scale metal microlattice production techniques based on lithographic and plating processes are well-studied and repeatable but are also highly specialized and labor-, time-, and
cost-intensive. Polymerization, curing, plating, milling, and etching can require up to 24
hours from start to finish for sample preparation [28]. Large area projection microstereolithography is capable of producing lattices with micrometer scale features on centimeter
scale parts [34] with significantly improved throughput, but extension to macro-scale (>1m)
structures remains out of reach, due to practical limitations in scaling these processes and
their associated machines. Given the finite precision of affordable digital control systems,
these larger scale platforms inevitably tradeoff some precision for scale. In response to this,
several mobile robotic approaches seek to extend the boundaries of continuous deposition
processes. LiDAR directed, multi-DoF arms with rolling bases can coordinate on cementitious deposition within a given sensing range [79], while a foam-depositing arm mounted to
a mobile crane has a large workspace [80], though relocation for extensible construction has
not been demonstrated.

Figure 3-1: Small scale stationary platform for continuous deposition. Large area projection
micro stereolithography machine [73], B) Hierarchical lattice made with LAPuSL [81], metal
lattice manufacturing process [82].
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Figure 3-2: Large scale stationary and mobile platforms for continuous deposition. A-C) Big
Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) platform [83] with noted delamination and thermal
issues [13]. D-F) Digital construction platform (DCP) with noted delamination issues at
larger scales [84].
Discrete processes
Discrete material systems used in mobile robotic assembly tend to be either bricks, which
are solid, or struts and nodes, which are sparse. Brick-based systems can take advantage
of the higher ratio of contact surface between parts to allow alignment [85] [86], or rely on
passive, gravity-based stacking to build 2.5D structures [87] [88]. Struts and nodes require
different strategies for assembly [89], or can be grouped as a modular truss unit [90]
Several implementations of automated assembly show promise for high throughput manufacturing. Desktop-size gantries place parts individually [50] or in parallel [91], and rely
on end effector alignment and elastic averaging of part error for overall precision. Strut and
node systems designed for human assembly of trusses [92] have been robotically assembled,
but at a slower pace due to challenges of alignment and dexterity [93]. Voxel systems have
been assembled manually with a throughput on par with commercial FDM [21], and robotic
assembly improves this metric [94], indicating benefits of modularity that will be leveraged
in this work (Figure 3 3).
Locomotion strategies for mobile assembly robots tend to be either flight, ground-based
rolling, or in situ climbing (Figure 3 4). Flight allows robots more spatial access, at the cost
of more complex controls to navigate this larger space [87] [89]. Rolling provides stabilization on a ground plane, while requiring the robot to position itself successfully within this
more confined space [88] [90]. Crawling, specifically, on the structure, can result in highly
customized kinematics, but also allow robots to locally align to the structure [85] [86] [95]
[96]. Local sensing, such as IR or contact sensors, gives robots a close feedback loop between
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parts and themselves [85] [88] [95], but can have a limited error correction range. Global
sensing, typically achieved with LiDAR [89] [87], provides control of the entire workspace,
but is limited to a finite range, and thus is not arbitrarily scalable. Centralized control manages single [90] or multiple robots [87] [89], and can be more efficient for small-scale systems,
but vulnerable to single points of failure. Distributed systems require more autonomy (and
thus complexity) for robots [85][86], but can be more robust and scalable.

Figure 3-3: Stationary assembly platforms. A) Parallelized sphere deposition joined with
binder [50], B) Cassette of parts press fit together one at a time [91], C) Voxels, nuts, and
bolts are retrieved from pickup station and bolted together in build area [94].

Figure 3-4: Mobile robotic assembly systems. Truss assembly [90] and brick placement [97]
by externally mobile robots, and brick assembly by more integrated robots using active [86]
and passive [98] bricks.
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3.2

Relative Robots

I define relative robots as a new type of robot designed relative to a discrete material system.
Relative robots are task specific, and their geometric, kinematic, and dynamic properties
are a function of the periodic environment in which they operate. Relative robots seek to
leverage this environment for simplification and improved reliability. The following examples
will illustrate these points. Note: the following sections contain material previously published
by the author and colleagues in [99] and [100]

3.2.1

MOJO

The MultiObjective Journeying (MOJO) robot is the first designed and tested relative robot.
It is designed to explore the inside of the lattice, and does so by having two main capabilities:
moving forward (or backward) a cell, and turning.
The robot consists of a top and bottom half which are identical and oriented 90 degree to
each other (FIgure 3-5). A single half consists of two servo motors, each of which drives an
arm that is paired to the opposite arm with a gear, such that one motor drives the top pair
of left and right arms and the other motor drives the bottom pair. The arms are designed
as a scissor mechanism, which can translate along a prescribed path as well as retract. The
former is for performing climbing motions, which will be described more in a moment, and
the latter is for avoiding collisions while the robot is moving. The robot has custom made end
effectors which are designed to interact with specific portions of the lattice during specific
steps of the motion, whether static or dynamic.

Figure 3-5: Multi-Objective Journeying (MOJO) robot, from [99]. (L to R) Robot occupies
a single cuboctahedra cell in lattice, main components and arm scissor mechanism, custom
end effectors for interfacing with lattice at various timesteps.
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Climbing consists of the following motions: 1) Top and bottom engaged (stable starting
position), 2) Bottom retract (top still engaged, maintains robot position), 3) Top performs
sweeping motion to move robot up one half cell, 4) Bottom engages upward, 5) Top retracts
(now contact is maintained by bottom feet), 6) Bottom performs sweeping motion to move
robot up one half cell, 7) Top and bottom engaged.
Turning consists of the following motions: 1) Top and bottom engaged, 2) Top retract
(bottom still engaged, maintains robot position), 3) Hip rotate, 4) Top extend and engage,
5) Bottom retract (top still maintains contact), 6) Hip rotate, 7) Bottom extend and engage.
The robot is shown completing these motions in a lab environment in Figure 3-6. Due to
the scale of the robot (76mm nominal length), the motors that fit within the geometric constraints only had sufficient torque to enable vertical climbing. While climbing horizontally,
the robot would deflect slightly under self-weight, and this overcoming the gripping force
provided by the motors. Because the robot did not have any feedback or error correction
capabilities, there was a roughly 50% failure rate for horizontal climbing.
Following these lab tests, the robot was tested in zero gravity on a parabolic sub-orbital
flight. Here, the robot was able to successfully execute all of it’s motions, as noted in Table
3. The only failures occurred due to battery hardware related issues, as the robot was
wireless for these experiments. While the robot was successful, it also illustrated several key
points: one is that while the parts may be able to scale down an order of magnitude, the
same cannot be said for actuation without looking into what kind of torque density will be
needed. As we saw here, using a commercial off the shelf servo failed to meet our needs,
though a higher torque, custom actuator could of course be designed. Second, the ability to
error correct is critical. This robot was not able to error correct, actively or passively, and
simply would fail when it encountered error above a certain (small) threshold. Part of the
strategy behind relative robots is to make this error threshold sufficiently large so that the
precision requirements of the robot become relatively low. This enables a simpler, cheaper
robot to be built, but as we have seen, that has its limits.
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Figure 3-6: MOJO experiments. Performing vertical climbing and turning maneuvers in a
1g envionment, from [99].
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3.2.2

BILL-E 1.0

Here I will describe the Bipedal Isotropic Lattice Locomoting Explorer (BILL-E) [100], which
is a relative robot designed to locomote on the exterior of a lattice structure. In contrast
to MOJO, this robot has more space to occupy, and also was designed with some error
correction capabilities, as we will see this contributes to its overall better performance and
greater functionality, thus demonstrating one of the key strengths of relative robots.
The robot was designed to accomplish this using the following functional requirements:
∙ Ability to traverse linearly (X, Y or Z)
∙ Ability to turn between orthogonal directions (X to Y and Z, Y to Z)
∙ Ability to turn up/down concave and convex corners
∙ Ability to step up/down a level (+/- Z)

Figure 3-7: BILL-E functional requirements. A) Walking, stepping up, concave and convex
turning, B) Robot dimensions governed by requirements of convex turning, C) Built robot
[100]
Based on the functional requirements, we can determine the approximate dimensions as
a function of lattice pitch L. The convex corner turn requires the longest reach, and thus the
robot design is based on this maneuver. Simpler maneuvers, such as linear steps, can reach
much further than a single inch-worm step (Figure 3-8).
From here, we discuss sub-components, the following of which will be described: foot,
lower leg, upper leg, and actuated joints, as labeled in Figure 3-9. The foot is designed
to fit around the outside of the top half of one octahedron. It terminates in a cylindrical
feature with outside diameter designed to press-fit into the ankle bearing. The foot has
mating features that align with the four nodes of the voxel. These contact points provide a
rotational constraint in X, Y, and Z as well as a translational constraint in X, Y, and –Z.
The +Z constraint is provided by the latching mechanism, which passes through a pair of
holes in the foot and underneath the top interior corner of the voxel, thereby constraining
the foot in +Z. The latch is driven by a small servo motor mounted to the outside of the
foot.
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The foot is press fit into the inside race of a radial bearing. The outside race is press fit
into the lower leg link. This provides a rotational degree of freedom in the Z direction, while
providing a translational constraint in X, Y, and Z, and a rotational constraint in X and Y.
This rotation is actuated by a pair of spur gears. One gear is built into the lower leg, the
other gear is mounted to a small servo. The top of the lower leg consists of a bracket and
a shaft which is press-fit into the inside of a bearing. The outside of the bearing is press-fit
into the end of the upper leg portion.
There are two types of upper legs. Each type has a similar interface with the lower leg. A
servo motor is mounted so that its output spline radial axis is aligned with bearing interface
with the lower leg. The lower leg shaft extends through the bearing and rigidly attaches to
the servo spline. This allows a rotational degree of freedom between the upper and lower leg
to be controlled by the servo. The upper legs interface at the “hip”, where a similar rotational
degree if freedom is used between the two upper legs. One leg has a shaft which press-fits
into the inside of a bearing. The other leg press-fits around the outside of the bearing, and
a servo is mounted to align with the bearing. The servo is rigidly attached to the shaft of
the other leg which passes through the bearing.

Figure 3-8: BILL-E (v1) robot. A) Robot platform, B) Stepping up a level, C) Placing a
voxel, D) Inverted locomotion, E) Passing a voxel between robots. From [100]
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Figure 3-9: Voxel gripping end effector. (L) Voxel geometry is used to design the end effector,
which aligns with voxel features, (R) exploded view of foot, ankle, and leg mechanisms. From
[100]
Basic experiments

Figure 3-10: Simple stepping locomotion. (1-5) the robot takes single steps forward, (6-11)
concave cornering, (12-13) it steps entirely onto the vertical face of the structure, (14-15)
convex cornering, (16-17) sequence completion. Total elapsed time: 5 min. From [100]
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Figure 3-11: Demonstration of climbing 360𝑜 around a loop. (1-3) Concave cornering, (4-6)
180𝑜 ankle rotation, (7-9) concave cornering, (10-12) stepping, (13-15) concave cornering,
(16-18) 180𝑜 ankle rotation, (19-20) concave cornering, (21-24) 180𝑜 ankle rotation, end
sequence. Total elapsed time: 10 min. From [100]

Error correction
Following this proof-of-concept demonstration, I decided to investigate a bit further the
ability of the robot to error correct by aligning to the lattice as it takes steps. This is
a critical assumption for the robot to travel long distances while maintaining high relative
precision without and global sensing or metrology. To test this, I designed two types of robot
feet to modify the existing BILL-E platform: one using electromagnets to allow the robot to
walk on a flat, ferrous surface (ie: a large optical table), and another with a spring-loaded
sliding mechanism to enable passive error correction of large, deliberate errors (Figure 3-12).
The test would be to determine to what extent passive error correction can be employed over
long distances, and compare this to how a rigid, non-error correcting robot with the exact
same geometric and kinematic parameters would perform.
The results clearly demonstrated the significance of error correction. In Figure 3-13,
I show the standard robot taking a step on the lattice with a programmed step error of
12.7mm. The robot fails to engage with the lattice, and when it begins to move the back
foot, it falls off the lattice, which is considered a failure. Next, the same robot, with the
same programmed step error, performs the same test, but this time with the passive error
correcting foot. In Figure 3-14, the robot is successful in completing the steps, as a result of
the passive error correction.
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Figure 3-12: Error correction test platforms. A) Flat surface locomoting robot, B) Detail
and C) Bottom view of electromagnetic foot, D) Lattice locomoting robot with E) Foot
modified with spring-loaded linear degree of freedom to enable passive error correction.
Next, I tested this capability over a longer distance. In Figure 3-15, I show a test using a
beam which is 3x2x40 voxels (length = 3m). On top, I show the lattice and magnetic surface
BILL-E’s overlaid. They are programmed with the same motion, which is each step equal
to a single lattice pitch (75mm). The difference in their end positions is negligible (under
1mm). In contrast, on the bottom I show the same test using the 12.7mm error. While the
magnetic surface robot shows cumulative error over the span of its travel, the lattice robot
performs passive error correction, ending at the exact same position as the robot with the
error-free motion program.
The step length is 76.2mm. Due to the design of the compliant mechanism, there is only
22mm of error tolerance, while the design of the foot end effector can accommodate up to
30.5mm while still aligning.
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Figure 3-13: Failure of lattice robot with deliberate error. Robot fails to correct errors over
1.25mm. Current error is set to 12.7mm

Figure 3-14: Passive error correction. The same error as shown in the rigid version, 12.7mm,
is easily accommodated by the alignment mechanism.

Figure 3-15: Long distance (3m) travel tests. (Top) Ideal step size with discrete lattice
robot and continuous robot showing nearly identical travel distance. (Bottom) Compliant
lattice robot and continuous robot with artificial error, showing compliant robot provides
error correction while continuous robot suffers from cumulative error.
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3.3

Material-Robot System

Building on relative robots, here I introduce the material-robot system. Here, the discrete
material and robot are designed simultaneously, which enables the benefits of relative robotics
while ensuring geometric compatibility and practicality. While the previous robots were
designed for a vertex connected octahedra with a 3in pitch, here the voxel is scaled up
slightly based specifically on robot requirements, and the size of the motors available to do
it. In this way, we can achieve both structural performance and robot functionality without
sacrificing either. Note: this section contains material previously published by the author
and colleagues in [105]

3.3.1

BILL-E 2.0

In contrast to BILL-E v1, the voxel geometry used here is a cuboctahedron (referred to
herein as Cuboct), with lattice pitch P = 101.6mm (4in), and strut length l = 71.84mm
(2.83in). The Cuboct cell is decomposed into 6 uniform faces (Figure 3-16). The faces
are 3D printed PLA, oriented parallel to the build plate to promote continuous material
orientation along the strut axes. 3.175mm cube magnets are then press-fit into pockets at
the nodes, with opposing magnet poles oriented as shown. This ensures that the faces, and
thus the voxels, are rotationally symmetric and orientation agnostic. Faces are then joined
at their vertices using interlocking features and a screw which acts in shear, in addition to
partially cold-tapping into the plastic for retention.

Figure 3-16: BILL-E v2 [105]. A) Final robot, and details of end effector, B) Bottom view
of voxel face, shown in blue. Ungripped key position is shown in dashed lines, allowing
entry/exit to/from a voxel. C) Section view of key in gripped position, D) Magnified view
showing passive and active constraints engaging with voxel feature, E) Modular face with
press-fit magnets, colored to indicate orientation. F) Cuboct voxel consisting of 6 faces, G)
Assembled 2x2x2-voxel cube
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Figure 3-17: BILL-E v2 bill of materials [105]. 1. Control board and battery, 2. Motors, 3.
Foot end effectors, 4. Legs, 5. Part placement mount, 6. Main motor hubs, 7. Ankle hubs
and gears, 8. Bearings.
Our robot architecture is based on an inchworm archetype [40]. The geometric configuration is driven by functional requirements for navigating within a cellular environment,
as described in [36]. Besides requiring a new end effector to interact with voxels, the most
critical update from this previous version is a redesign of the leg motor hubs. Motors have
been relocated to align with the robot primary axis, reducing the robot width to that of a
single voxel, which allows the robot to pass by a wall without collision. This requires a new
fork-type interface to attach legs to the servo horns and a low-profile bearing pressed into
the back of the motor housing. The robot comprises nine servo motors, is powered by a 6V
rechargeable battery, and communicates wirelessly with a central controller using 2.4 GHz
radio (Figure 3-17).
The end effectors for foot attachment and voxel placement are the same (Figure 3-16).
The gripping mechanism is designed to use as many passive and as few active degrees of
freedom (DoFs) as possible. Alignment features constrain translation in x and y, and rotation
in z. A single actuator rotates a cruciform “key” 45o to create four contact points with
customized surfaces on the underside of each beam of the top square face of the voxel. This
constrains z translation and x and y rotation. The actuation DoF is orthogonal to the
loading direction, thus decoupling these functions and requirements. When the key is in the
locked position, the stiffness of the gripper is a function of the key’s geometric and material
properties, as opposed to the torque capacity of the motor.

3.3.2

Controls

Architecture
The overall control architecture is shown schematically in Figure 3-18. Individual control
levels will be described in order from high to low level in the following subsections. To
summarize, our control scheme works as follows: CAD models of a given discrete cellular
structure can be represented as a 3D bit matrix, or as functional representations (f-reps)
in our custom software environment. Next, a build sequence is determined, based on environmental/operational constraints. Depending on single or multi-robot construction, path
planning for each voxel in the build sequence is sent to the robot. Each path consists of
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linked primitive moves, such as “step” or “turn 90o ”. Primitive moves consist of a list of
motor positions, which when executed in order, result in the desired motion. Lastly, sensors
detect errors during motion execution, and thus can provide feedback to avoid failure.

Figure 3-18: Schematic control hierarchy [105]. The software environment centrally computes build sequences and path planning and delivers strings of motion commands to robots
through serial over 2.4 GHz radio

Build Sequence
We determine the order in which voxels are placed based on three main considerations. First
is the number of robots. Multiple robots allow multiple build fronts, or group construction
on a single build front, but require coordination to avoid collision and deadlock, which will be
addressed later. Second is environmental factors such as gravity. In a 1g environment, it is
reasonable to build in layers parallel to the ground plane, moving up in the z direction. In a
zero-gravity environment, this restriction would not exist. Algorithms for zero-g construction
will be addressed in future work. Lastly, we must consider where the part source, or pickup
location is, and how many locations there are, as this will drive where construction begins
as well as possible build directions.
The proposed building sequence algorithm imposes geometric constraints of what can be
built. We assume the built geometry is a connected geometry, though horizontal layers can
have unconnected areas, as long as each area has at least one voxel connected to the layer
underneath (Figure 3-19). A voxel can be built at layer n as long as it has at least one empty
neighbor in the same layer. If a sacrificial layer is required as shown, this could be removed
later by a robot similar to [37] but would not be needed in zero gravity.
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Figure 3-19: Geometry Specifications and Building Constraints [105]. A) Placement constraints based on the current robot design, B) Unconnected areas for a build layer are possible
with connectivity below, under-hangs are not possible.

Figure 3-20: Layer Building Sequence comparison between the proposed algorithms [105].
A) Algorithm 1: Manhattan distance values to the pickup station B) Algorithm 2: Distance
field values/ranks.
Two algorithms for choosing the building sequence will be presented, one is a deterministic
algorithm that is more suited for single robot construction, and the other is more flexible
for multi-robot construction. The first algorithm assumes the simple case of single robot
with one set pickup station. The building sequence is layer by layer, and in each layer the
voxels are sorted based on the Manhattan distance to the pickup station location. In this
case the entire build sequence can be precomputed. For structures with no overhangs and no
unconnected areas at any layer, no extra consideration is needed to determine the building
sequence (Figure 3-20A).
For structures with overhangs and cantilevers, the voxels are sorted differently. At each
layer, we find the voxel with both the smallest Manhattan distance to the pickup station
and an existing neighbor underneath it. Then, the rest of the voxels are sorted based on
the Manhattan distance to this first voxel. In the case of layers with unconnected areas, for
each area, we have to find the voxel with both the smallest distance and connected to the
layer underneath it and start to build around it. This sorting algorithm is presented here in
pseudo code:
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Path Planning
After having determined the build sequence, an individual robot needs a path from a pickup
location to a target location, given an existing voxel configuration. Here we employ a method
that uses A* search which minimizes the function:
𝑓 (𝑛) = 𝑔(𝑛) + ℎ(𝑛)
Where g(n) is the cost of moving from the start to voxel n and h(n) is the estimated cost
of moving from voxel n to the goal. The Manhattan Distance between two voxels is used as
the heuristic function. For single robot construction, all paths are computed offline, which
are then sent to the robot. Individual path sequences consist of linking together primitive
motions to move the robot from starting location to target location. In the case shown
in Figure 3-21, the goal is to place the voxel in the bottom left corner of the image. To
accomplish this, the robot follows a path sequence which is exported as a string to be read
and executed by the motor controller.
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Figure 3-21: Step-by-step path sequence [105]. 1) Stand, 2) Pick up voxel, 3) Step back, 4)
Step back, 5) Step back, 6) Step back, 7) Turn 90o , 8) Place voxel, 9) Turn -90o , 10) Step
forward, 11) Step forward, 12) Step forward
Robot coordination
In case of multiple robot construction, when using the second algorithm, we wish to avoid
robot collision. The centralized system is aware of the location of the deployed robots at
each timestep t (based on the previously calculated paths) and uses this when performing the
next path search. If no such path exists, the robots wait for a certain amount of timesteps
until a path is cleared. We call this strategy spatio-temporal scheduling, and it is similar
to a strategy studied by Murata and Terada [41]. Whereas in that example they rely on
distributed robot communication and independent agents to perform individual searches, in
our centralized approach we search for a collection of robots, noting performance decrease for
larger systems. We look at several cases and show how enforcing certain rules will prevent
collision (Figure 3-24). Cases A and B look at beginning and ending intersections, case C
looks at construction dependencies, and case D looks at mid-path intersection:
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Figure 3-22: Spatio-temporal scheduling [105]. Paths are determined to include updated
built structure and to avoid collision.
Motion control
Primitive motions consist of individual motor positions, linked as a sequence to execute the
full motion. For example, stepping forward one cell consists of the following primitives: 1)
Grip back foot, ungrip front foot, 2) Step front foot forward, 3) Grip front foot, ungrip back
foot, 4) Step back foot forward. A list of the main primitive motions is presented in Table
5.

For multi-motor motions, we use inverse kinematics to determine motor angles, which
are simplified by enforcing end effector orientation normal to the travel plane (Figure 3-23):

Figure 3-23: Motions and inverse kinematics [105]. Here the robot follows a path using the
parabolic function y = x2+Px, where P is lattice pitch.
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Feedback
Feedback is provided by tactile sensors on opposite corners of each foot (Figure 3-24). When
both sensors are engaged, we can be confident that the foot is correctly placed. A control
loop enforces this as a condition to be satisfied prior to locking the newly placed foot and
unlocking the other foot to be moved next. Feedback for part placement can be obtained
by monitoring torque of the placement motor while pulling on a newly attached voxel. It
is assumed that this will be more critical for a fully structural connection scheme, and thus
placement verification is left for future work.

Figure 3-24: Feedback [105]. (L) Tactile sensors on foot end effectors, unengaged (top) and
engaged (bottom). (R) Robot performs checking function to ensure it can safely make next
step.

3.3.3

Simulations

In order to study tradeoffs and scalability of our system, we perform a variety of simulations
in our software environment. This allows us to rapidly compare parameters such as number
of robots, number of pickup stations, and number of voxels, while monitoring both number
of steps and overall construction time (Figure 3-25). First, we assess the impact of number of
robots and part pickup locations (both ranging from 1 to 4) for a 5x5x5 cube. In Figure 3-26,
we focus specifically on how to decrease time, comparing between the effect of increasing
robots versus increasing pickup stations. Although both decrease time, robot count has a
greater impact. Lastly, we look at building cubes with side lengths of 5, 10, 25, and 50 voxels,
containing 125, 1,000, 15,625, and 125,000 voxels, respectively, using one to four robots. We
see an expected improvement with more robots, but we can also observe construction time
increases exponentially with structure scale, due to the increased distance a given robot
travels for part pickup and placement.
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Figure 3-25: Simulation studies [105]. A) 5x5x5 cube, B) Cubes of side length n = 5, 10, 25,
and 50.

Figure 3-26: Simulation results [105]. A) Varying number of depots and robots for a 5x5x5
cube, B) Varying number of robots for cubes of side length n = 5, 10, 25, and 50.

3.3.4

Experiments

The experiments presented herein were performed on an optical table, which has two important properties to note. One is flatness, which is cited as +/- 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) over
a 60 x 60 cm (2 x 2 ft) area. The other is a steel surface the voxels magnetically adhere to
it. This provides a controlled build environment, which contributes to successful assembly.
Regardless of the configuration of the final structure, there is a minimum base “seed”, which
consists of a row of three voxels (colored black) upon which the robot initially stands and
picks up new voxels, which are refilled manually.
We used a single robot to build three kinds of structures: a 1D beam (Figure 3-28), a
2D plate (Figure 3-29), and a 3D enclosure (Figure 3-30). Results for these experiments are
shown in Table 6. Also, we demonstrated 3D locomotion where a robot transports a voxel
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over a “wall”, requiring concave and convex cornering and vertical stepping (Figure 3-27),
which is possible due to the 3D isotropic cellular structure and gripping end effectors.
Two robots were used to build a branching structure and a pyramid. In the former,
the robots build separate single-voxel beams, which then turn to intersect. The successful
demonstration of independent robot construction on an interconnected structure is significant because it supports the idea that local part metrology determines global precision. The
pyramid structure is made up of three layers (5x5x1, 3x3x1, 1x1x1), and demonstrates implementation of multi-robot coordination with spatio-temporal scheduling. While this structure
is essentially 2.5D and therefore could be built using other robotic assembly systems, it shows
that we can use our approach to build a structure with a part count comparable to state of
the art (on the order of 25) [85].

Figure 3-27: Robotic assembly experiments [105]. A) 1D beam reconfiguration, B) 2D plate
assembly, C) 3D enclosure assembly, D) Multi-robot construction of branching structure
showing global precision from part metrology, E) Multi-robot construction of 35 voxel pyramid, F) 3D locomotion and voxel transport.
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Figure 3-28: 1D beam experiment [105]. Consisting of 6 voxels, reconfigured 15 times. Total
experiment time: 6.7 min.
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Figure 3-29: 2D plate experiment [105]. Consisting of 9 voxels. Total assembly time: 12
min.
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Figure 3-30: 3D volume experiment [105]. Consisting of 23 voxels. Total assembly time: 33
min
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3.4

Evaluation

Given a baseline performance for the relative robot in terms of function and speed, now we
can look at scaling the system up and comparing to more traditional methods to identify
possible advantages. Below is a 0.8x0.8x0.5m version of a low-cost gantry, supplied by Igus,
Inc (Figure 3-31). It uses encoded stepper motors (NEMA 23XL) to control belt-driven axes
on self-lubricating linear bearings. This gives it high speed at low cost, while maintaining
+/-0.8mm accuracy with capacity for 0.5m/s travel with up to 24.5N (5.5lb) end effector
payload. The entire platform costs under $10k. This presents a slightly different cost model
from heavy, stiff, high capacity gantries for other CNC operations—it is essentially a lightweight pick and place. For this reason, in the future, it will be possible to construct stationary
machines using voxels, which are well suited to act as modular, reconfigurable infrastructure
ubiquitous in today’s modern factories. With the addition of recursive assembly, addressed
at the end of the chapter, there is a compelling ecosystem of a variety of material-robots.

Figure 3-31: Stationary vs. Mobile platforms. (L) Low cost gantry CAD model. Rigid axes
could be made as voxels. (R) Roughly equivalent cost in robots
In this section I will compare the performance of a stationary gantry with a team of
mobile robots. For this I will use the following assumptions:
-Gantry cost scales relative to size
-Gantries move arbitrarily fast, the only timestep counted is assembly
-Gantries have a continuous voxel material feed
Based on this, a gantry can place one voxel per time step, and the total time for building
a structure consisting of n voxels is t timesteps. For robots I make the following assumptions:
-Robots can only carry one voxel at a time
-Robots take one step per time step
-Robot must return to pick up station to retrieve next voxel to be placed
-One pickup station per robot
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Figure 3-32: Relative robot step count increase and voxel per step decrease.
Let’s look at the case of a 1x1x100 beam, where n = 100. For a gantry, this will take t
= 100 timesteps.

Figure 3-33: Relative robot improved throughput by parallelizing.
The robot has to return to the voxel pickup station every time, which means for every n,
it takes 2n timesteps. The total timesteps for n voxels then is:
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑛(𝑛 + 1) = 𝑛2 + 𝑛 = 𝑛2 (for large n)
So, for the n = 100 beam, that would be:
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 1002 + 100 = 10, 100 timesteps
If we divide the beam in half, so two robots each have to build a n = 50 beam, that
would be:
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 502 + 50 = 2, 550 timesteps.
If there are n voxels and R robots, each robot then places n/R voxels. Because the robots
work in parallel, the total time is the time for a robot to complete its section.
For a given number of robots R, we find that the timesteps as a function of n and R
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gives:
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑛/𝑅(𝑛/𝑅 + 1) = 𝑛2 /𝑅2 + 𝑛/𝑅
Also, we can have up to R = n robots, with some caveats. Below I tabulate some results
and then plot them. We see there is a clear improvement in throughput over a single placing
system:

Figure 3-34: Throughput study results for 1 to 8 robots. A) voxels vs time steps, B) voxels
vs voxels per time step.

Figure 3-35: Throughput study results for 8 to 100 robots. A) voxels vs time steps, B) voxels
vs voxels per time step.
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3.5

Discussion

Fungible Manufacturing
Presumably for small jobs, like a car frame, a gantry can have less setup time and be an
economic solution. But as scale increases, the cost of a fixed gantry increases proportional
to length to the power of 1.5. So, economically, at scales over several meters, the fixed
cost of a gantry might be outweighed by the benefits of a flexible, or fungible, mobile robot
manufacturing system (Figure 3-36). A 1m gantry costs $10k, which affords you 10 robots,
which as we saw, can actually be quite speedy when working together. Similarly, a 10m
gantry costs around $1 million, which is one thousand robots, which could also be used for
making something long and skinny like a turbine blade. A 100m length scale gantry costs
at least $10M, if not closer to $100M, and this gets you over 10,000 robots.
At this point, since you’re making something the size of an aircraft, you might as well
consider having a factory full of robots. And while in Figure 3-37, the Boeing Everett
factory shows dedicated lanes for making specific types of aircraft, our factory might look
a bit different. The image on the top left is a simulation of a network of kiva robots in an
amazon warehouse. The largest installation I believe is something like 4 floors of 2,000 robots
per floor, for 8,000 robots total which is a lot, but also exactly the scale we’re projecting to.

Figure 3-36: Comparison of scaling fixed gantries vs scaling fungible robot supply.

Figure 3-37: Factory organizations. A) Boeing Everett production facility [164], B) Notional
amazon warehouse with simulation of Kiva robot system [165].
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Scaling and recursion
With thousands of robots, scalable compilers are needed for path planning [107]. Alternatively, distributed control can use simple, finite-automata based rules to execute simple
actions such as reconfiguration, which has been demonstrated experimentally [108]. Swarm
robotics is another popular approach, where collective intelligence informs decentralized decision making [109], although this can be fairly sub optimal. And yet, while throwing more
robots at the problem might be a solution, ultimately we’re still trying to catch up with
nature, where ribosomes can make ribosomes—this enables exponential construction.
While self-assembly is a popular topic in the modular robotics field, rarely does it translate to construction. One reason for this is the dissimilarity between the robot and the
construction medium, which requires significantly different functions, thus significantly increasing the robot complexity. The material-robot system I presented can address this issue
by making lattice-based robots, such as the inchworm platform shown in Figure 3 38. Here,
voxels are used as the rigid link elements of the robot. They offer structural efficiency and
impart lattice-based metrology into the robot– when both motors are at 90 degrees the robot
spans exactly three voxels. While this is still a nascent topic, the ability to self-assemble will
potentially enable exponential productivity in synthetic construction systems.
Finally, there is now an emerging material-robot ecosystem, where simple, modular degrees of freedom combine with various lattice types to make, for example, quadrupeds Figure
3 39 with bio-inspired gaits. At this point, the robots and structure are fully merged, and
this is precisely what leads us to the next chapter on discrete systems.

Figure 3-38: Bipedal inchworm-style voxel robot. A) VoxRob consists of voxels, motors, and
end effectors, B) voxel-based length of links makes for convenient alignment with the lattice,
C) locomotion based on cartwheel stepping.

Figure 3-39: Quadrupedal insect and mammal-style voxel robots. A) Crab-bot, B) Incremental stepping gait, C) VoxDog (image and robot credit: C. Cameron).
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Chapter 4
Discrete Systems
Discrete systems are application-specific engineering platforms made from discrete materials.
While they share the same fundamental building-block approach, each system is different
in both its external and internal conditions. Scale, geometry, and performance vary based
on the application’s requirements. Discrete systems include sub-systems such as structural
boundary conditions or interfaces, power and actuation, and input and output sensing and
communication. Modularity, scalability, and adaptability are present themes throughout.
Here I will present a total of six case studies: five built, and one unbuilt:
∙ Infrastructure: statically reconfigurable bridge
∙ Ground transportation: supermileage vehicle
∙ Air transportation: morphing, ultralight, novel geometry aircraft
∙ Sea transportation: morphing hydrostructure
∙ Wind energy: >100m turbine blade
The goal for each of these projects will be to look at how to design, build, and implement
a new, lattice-based system, and then to evaluate against traditional materials and systems
to point to possible wins for performance, cost, or scalability

4.1

Infrastructure

Background
Bridges are some of the oldest and most widely used engineering structures. However, today
the United States’ infrastructure gets a “D+”, with bridges coming in at a “C+” [110]. There
is much interest in low-cost, high performance, easily deployed bridge technology (Figure
4-1). One of the most successful is the “Bridge in a Backpack” project, which uses VRTMformed CFRP arch tubes filled with concrete to span up to 15m [111]. Deployable bridges
are used in disaster response and military operations, but these sacrifice structural efficiency
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for deployability and tend to be quite heavy [112]. Additive manufacturing has recently
been used to demonstrate both metal [14] and concrete bridges [113] on the order of 10m
in length. While the ultimate vision is for robots to perform in situ construction, these are
currently fabricated in a shop or factory, then transported and installed on site.

Figure 4-1: State of the art advanced bridge technologies. A) CFRP tubes which arguably
can fit “in a backpack” [111], B) rigid deployable bridges [112] , C) Wire-feed metal 3D
printed bridge [14], D) layer-based deposition concrete bridge [113].

Design

Figure 4-2: CFRP Lattice-based reconfigurable infrastructure [114]. A) Bridge, B) boat, C)
shelter.
The first case study is a 5m span bridge, capable of allowing a person to walk over some
obstruction (ie: a gorge). The design is based on using “macro-blocks”, a 3x2x2 (12 total)
voxel assembly. The design acheives a total height of 1.7m. The width is set at 3 voxels
(0.85m).The final design requires 156 voxels, which weigh 17.94 kg. Plywood panels are
added to give a surface to walk on. These panels (600 x 300 x 12.7mm, 9 total) each weigh
appoxmately 1.15 kg, increasing the total bridge weight to 28.3 kg. These panels are bolted
onto the structure. Every boundary condition (outside facing) node is also bolted, in order
to ensure that boundary struts remain captive. After the bridge is built and tested, it is
partially disassembled for transport. Four of the 12 voxel macro-bricks are then assembled
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together to form a 1.7 x 1.13 x 0.56m boat, weighing 5.52kg. Four plywood panels served as
decking, adding an additional 4.6 kg, for a total weight of 10.12 kg. A polyethylene tarp is
wrapped around the bottom and attached with elastic cords across the decking. The design
is based on the buoyant force required for floating the boat with two passengers (total mass
= 150 kg). At a minimum, we need 0.15 𝑚3 displaced, and at a depth of one-half voxel
(0.15m) the buoyant force generated is 0.288kg- nearly double that required to float. The
last case study is a shelter, sufficiently large to stand inside of, and with a large enough
footprint to provide shelter for a few occupants. Using one-voxel deep panels, a three sided
shelter is designed. The shelter is skinned with mylar panels attached to boundary nodes
using snap rivets.

Figure 4-3: CFRP Lattice material system [114]. A) Pultruded carbon fiber tubes (image
source: www.rockwestcomposites.com), B) Octahedra voxel with tube struts and injection
molded nodes, C) 3x3x3 voxel cube.

Production
This projected utilized the CFRP strut and node voxels (Figure 4-3). The bridge is built by
a team of four people, at a rate of 5 minutes per voxel. Constructing 160 voxels takes 3.5
hours. Assembling the voxels into the bridge takes approximately 4.5 hours, for a total of
32 person hours. It takes four people two hours to partially disassemble the bridge, and two
people two hours to assemble the boat, for a total of six hours. It takes two people six hours
to assemble the shelter. The entire construction process, from struts to voxels to bridge to
boat to shelter, takes 50 person hours.
Performance
Aside from the demonstration of large scale assembly and reconfiguration, it was reported by
Gregg that the resulting effective mechanical properties for an ultralight lattice are among
the highest ever [115]. Owing to the high elastic modulus of the base material (130 GPa,
unidirectional pultruded carbon fiber), the resulting lattice had effective stiffness and density
values of 16 MPa and 5.1 kg/m3.
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Figure 4-4: CFRP Lattice infrastructure [114]. A) Fits in a backpack, B) Ultralight structure,
C) 5m bridge, D) Boat, E) Shelter
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4.2

Ground Vehicles

Toyota Lattice Digital Racer (TLDR)
Note: this work was completed with Mitsuru Asai, Ken Motozawa, Takayuki Mori, and
Kohshi Katoh, all from Toyota Racing Club, Japan.
Background
This project sought to apply discrete lattice assembly to the production of a supermileage
vehicle. These single-person vehicles are usually custom built to have aerodynamic profiles
with good structural properties. These are not representative to traditional automobiles,
rather, are closer to race cars in terms of cost and performance. Their goal is to use the
smallest amount of fuel to travel the greatest distance. This is typically accomplished with a
combination of innovative fuel, engine, transmission, and cruising strategies, in combination
with aerodynamic outer mold lines [116]. Typically, composite shells are fabricated using
Vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM), which produces good results, but can be
very labor, time, and resource intensive, sometimes taking up to a year to generate a design
from start to finish (Figure 4-5).
Here, we sought to create an aerodynamic, high stiffness-to-weight lattice supermileage
vehicle. Whereas most vehicles are composite shells attached to rigid internal frames, our
vehicle would be entirely made of lattice, aside from various subsystems to provide vehicle
capabilities. The strategy employed here is quite similar to [21], where a discrete material
system is mass produced to build a high performance structure, then is fit with a finite set
of interface parts and skin elements to form an outer mold line. Here I will describe the
design process, the production and assembly, and testing results. Then I will expand the
discussion to consider applying discrete lattice assembly to the manufacturing of commercial
car frames, using a techno-economic analysis to compare to traditional approaches.

Figure 4-5: Composite monocoque manufacturing for supermileage vehicles. A) Vacuum
assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) [117], B) example vehicle [118]
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Design
The evolution of the outer mold line is shown in Figure 4 6. The initial geometry began
as a generic ellipsoid, then shifted more towards a 0024 NACA airfoil. The final, faceted
geometry is made up of 1:1, 2:1, and 4:1 slopes, and also provides space for vehicle subsystems like the motor, steering, and seating. CFD studies were performed to determine the
coefficient of drag of this geometry, with qualitative drag coefficient contour plots shown
over the geometry in Figure 4 6D. Simulations were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics
by Filippos Tourlomousis. The total drag coefficient for the current TLDR design is 0.16.
The results are promising showing us that we are in the light-weight fast car regime (typical
drag coefficients).

Figure 4-6: TLDR outer mold line development. A) Initial ellipsoid, B) NACA 0024, C)
resulting faceted geometry, D) CFD studies of faceted geometry drag (image credit: Filippos
Tourlomousis).
Following this, the structural lattice design began using specifications from Toyota, which
were a first natural frequency greater than 30 Hz, and a frame mass under 20 kg. Using
NASATRAN in Fusion’s modal frequency simulation tool, the frame body was modeled as a
monolithic entity, and a range of the possible effective stiffness and density parameters were
input. The results are shown in Figure 4-7 and Table 7. Given the mass overhead of skin and
skin attachment components, the lattice with 𝜌* = 20 kg/𝑚3 was selected. Upon deciding the
lattice pitch (75mm, based on various studies on part count vs. surface curvature resolution),
the volume could be filled with lattice, and simulated with quasi-static loading conditions
using beam thickness and material properties based on the aforementioned modal study.
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Figure 4-7: Preliminary simulation studies for TLDR. A) modal response and B) quasi-static
deflection with driver mass suspended from seat mounting locations.
Production
The general assembly strategy is shown in Figure 4-8, where the lattice is assembled layer
by layer while integrating subsystems such as wheels and motor, followed by the skin frames
and finally the outer mold line (skin and windows). The lattice was produced first as 1,069
individual voxels. Then, vertical layers were assembled from rear to front. Using the established metric of 4.5 minutes per voxel, which includes individual voxel construction time
and subsequent lattice assembly, the entire frame took approximately 80 hours to assemble,
which was split between multiple people. This time is useful when considering the effectiveness of this approach: a similarly sized monocoque composite shell may take several times
as long to produce.
Following the design of the lattice, voxel, and face parts for molding and mass production,
an array of subsystems were designed to provide all the additional functionality for the
vehicle, such as the motor, axles, wheels, seat, windows, and skin. The majority of mounting
points for external hardware used aluminum plates with hole patterns which matched the
lattice hole pattern.

Figure 4-8: TLDR build sequence. Layers were built individually then added up in following
the sequence as shown.
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Figure 4-9: Lattice production. Part of the Toyota Japan team, after completing assembly
of 1000 voxels. L to R: Mitsuru Asai, Ken "No Mercy" Motozawa, Kohshi Katoh, Takayuki
Mori (Driver).

Figure 4-10: Completed lattice car frame.

Figure 4-11: Plates and hubs. Waterjet, lasercut, folded, and bolted aluminum plate to make
mounting plates for engine, seat, and hubs for axles.
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Figure 4-12: Skin support system. A) System overview with color coding indicating 1:1
(magenta), 2:1 (blue), 4:1 (green), and double angle slope parts (cyan), B) Single-angle slope
parts consisting of lasercut aluminum beams and 3D printed end attachments to set angle
and mount to lattice, C) Lasercut aluminum with folded aluminum tabs to describe doubleangle slope surfaces, D) Diagram illustrating double-angle slope system with 90 degree tabs
to mount to lattice (green) and custom tabs to set surface angle (magenta), E) mockup of a
section of double slope system.

Figure 4-13: Skin and windows. (L) Skin was cut from 0.005in thick GFRP sheet, (R)
Windows were cut from polycarbonate sheet and folded using a brake press.
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Figure 4-14: Roof opening hinge and latching mechanism. Waterjet aluminum with airspring loaded piston and double-safety locking latch system.

Figure 4-15: Driver entrance and preliminary vehicle testing.

Performance
The completed vehicle is shown in Figure 4-16. There were two takeaways from the race.
One is that the driver reported the car performing well, especially in its ability to dampen
vibrations from the road. The mechanisms for this may be explained in looking at the second
takeaway: the car collided head on with a padded barrier and was undamaged (driver was
undamaged as well). In effect, this was an (unplanned) in situ dynamic impact test. This
is not only a topic of active research within the metamaterial community [119][120], but it
suggests some potential applications within the automotive industry, such as bumpers or
protective regions around battery packs in electric vehicles.
Assuming the lattice shows continuum behavior, which we showed it does, then the
current explanation is that the entire lattice vehicle deformed as a monolithic, elastically
deformable solid. This means the front impact region was able to transfer the load which
propogated through the vehicle, which likely would not be possible without continuum be104

havior. Given this, our next step is to perform a controlled impact test. We will instrument
the vehicle as well as record video with high speed, in order to capture any phenomena with
a very fast time scale. Further, static drop impact tests can be performed to compare the
response of different metamaterial types, with a high likelihood that a new voxel type for
energy absorption or energy return will be designed and tested.

Figure 4-16: TLDR vehicle in testing and race conditions. Image credits: Toyota Automotive
Society
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4.3

Air Vehicles

Aircraft structures have been incrementally refined for decades, relying heavily on high performance metal alloys for performance and ease of construction. More composite material
is being gradually integrated, while overcoming myriad cost and manufacturing challenges.
Aircraft geometries stray very little from the “tube with wings” motif, primarily due to the
heavy reliance on legacy as a basis for cost, safety, and performance risk reduction. However,
the performance of non-traditional aircraft has been studied extensively. One such design,
the blended wing body (BWB), has been shown to offer significant improvement in fuel efficiency over traditional aircraft [121]. Yet its geometry essentially makes it a non-starter,
due to the cost-sensitive and risk-averse nature of the airline industry. Perhaps equally well
studied is the use of morphing structures, which allow shape change to optimize performance
[122]. To date, few designs have flown at scale [123].

Figure 4-17: Morphing wings. A) A bird’s wing demonstrating continuous deformation [166],
B) The Wright brothers used tendons to achieve wing twist [166], C) Traditional rigid control
flaps require heavy mechanisms [167], D) Flexsys technology uses internal flexures to control
a morphing trailing edge [123].

Figure 4-18: Aircraft manufacturing constraints. A-B) Fixed geometries [169] help amortize
fixed up-front costs for tooling [124], C) Global supply chains have led to long lead times
and bottlenecks [168].
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MADCAT
The Mission Adaptive Digital Composite Aerostructure Technology (MADCAT) program
was a collaboration between NASA, MIT, and several other institutions to investigate the
application of discrete lattice materials to aircraft. The program resulted in two versions of
aircraft, MADCAT v0 and v1.
Here, the application of discrete lattice assembly in aerostructures seeks to address two issues: adaptive performance and manufacturing constraints. The former leverages the spatial
programmability of discrete lattice construction to achieve anisotropic behaviors for controllable shape morphing, the latter leverages best-practice manufacturing and “tooling free”
assembly to realize user-defined aircraft geometries which would be considered prohibitively
expensive to make using traditional manufacturing techniques.
MADCAT v0
Note: work shown in this section was completed in collaboration with Nicholas Cramer, Sam
Calisch, Daniel Cellucci, Sean Swei, and Kenneth Cheung. It is published in [125].

Figure 4-19: MADCAT v0 [125]. A) Waterjet CFRP lattice elements are connected to form
lattice airfoils with anisotropic properties. B) The resulting morphing aircraft undergoing
wind tunnel testing.

In [125], we presented a 1m scale discretely assembled aerostructure with programmed
anisotropy for application as a morphing wing. Here, heterogeneous lattice geometries are
combined to result in a structure that is stiff in bending but compliant in torsion, allowing
tip twist actuation and global shape change for roll control with reduced drag. The NACA
0012 outer mold line was achieved using highly customized parts, reducing the utility of this
particular system for other geometric configurations (Figure 4-19).
Parts are produced by abrasive waterjet cutting them out of 1.5mm thick CFRP quasiisotropic laminate with elastic modulus E = 30 GPa. The resulting stretch and bendingdominated lattice geometries have effective moduli of 1 GPa and 0.02 GPa, respectively.
Parts are joined with flexural snap fit features or are fixtured with zip ties. While this
allowed rapid assembly (8 hr assembly time), these joints do not provide sufficient load
capacity to be deemed fully structural, though this is not an issue due to the relatively small
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loading experienced by the structure. Chordwise skin strips are able to slide relative to
one another, which allows continuous deformation when a spanwise torque tube provides tip
twist via a servo with a linkage to augment output torque, which is housed in the fuselage.
In wind tunnel testing, the morphing wing demonstrated the ability to generate roll
and yaw moments through asymmetric twist and showed that a 6o twist generated a roll
coefficient comparable to a 10o flaperon deflection. Afterwards the wings were mounted to a
custom built fuselage and tail section with propeller and RC control. This aircraft was flown
in an outdoor flight space and successfully demonstrated good control authority of twist for
roll maneuvering in a real world environment [126].
MADCAT v1
Note: work shown in this section was completed in collaboration with Nicholas Cramer,
Daniel Cellucci, Olivia Formoso, Christine Gregg, Joseph Kim, Martynas Lendraitis, Sean
Swei, Greenfield Trinh, Khanh Trinh, and Kenneth Cheung, and it was published in [21]

Figure 4-20: MADCATv1 [21]. (A) Modular building block unit, (B) 4x4x4 unit cube during
mechanical testing, (C) Single half-span wing structure composed of 2088 building block
units, (D) Blended wing body aerostructure with skin, mounted to central load balance in
the 14x22 subsonic wind tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center.
The aircraft is designed as a low speed BWB-style geometry [121]. Preliminary root
bending moments informed overall scale as a function of lattice strength and linear elastic
stiffness, and further iterations used wing sweep to augment pitch stability and dihedral to
improve lateral stability. From a CAD model, two aerodynamic simulations (xFoil for airfoil
pressure distribution and vortex lattice method for lift coefficients) provided loading for a
FEA simulation performed in ABAQUS to verify deflection and stress factors of safety.
As shown in Figure 4-20, the lattice structure is made from the injection molded vertex
connected octahedra. It is then decorated with skin interface parts and skin panels. The
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lattice was assembled in a programmed manner, where rows and columns of voxels were
pre-assembled then attached in layers moving away from the root, which is quite similar to
rastering. The tooling for a high temperature GFRP resin was used for a lower temperature
Nylon, which has a different shrink rate. This caused a discrepancy between these parts,
but it was determined to be consistent, such that we could use the size difference as a prestrain to program spatial anisotropy. In this case we applied inboard camber morphing, tip
dihedral, and tip twist, all by making a specific checkerboard pattern with the two part
types. Our designs were simulated to validate behavior before construction.
Wind tunnel testing of both wing versions took place in the NASA Langley 14’x22’ wind
tunnel. After running baseline tests with the homogeneous model, we tested the passive and
active heterogeneous model, which showed several combined morphing modes, and improved
L/D ratio over the baseline design.
VoxThor
VoxThor is an ongoing project looking at leveraging the previously described projects and
combining their benefits to produce a fully morphing, lattice-based UAV (Figure 4-21).

Figure 4-21: VoxThor A) Original THOR project with 3D printed components (image credit:
Airbus), B) Concept image for VoxTHOR (image credit: Airbus Protospace Madrid), C)
Morphing trailing edge and tail elevator CAD, and D) Functioning prototype.
Here I look at applying tailorable cellular materials to make morphing aerostructures
for use in commercial aircraft control flaps. Chordwise airfoil morphing can be used to
control trailing edge geometry for improving lift to drag ratio, or for roll control authority,
with potential for improvement in fuel efficiency [127]. The trailing edge is a triangular
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cross section, 300mm deep, 80mm high, and 8m long. Objectives for this project include
a low-cost, scalable manufacturing method which can utilize high performance CFRP and
comparing distributed and centralized actuation systems. The method employed here is
similar to [125], where a uniform lattice geometry is modified to fit into an airfoil section,
and then decomposed into intersecting planes (x, y, z), which are then waterjet cut from
quasi-isotropic CFRP sheet. Press fit joints between members constrain 5 of 6 DoF, with
the last degree being taken up by a zip tie.
The proposed skin system is discretized chordwise into strips that overlap slightly, from
leading to trailing edge. These strips span a single lattice pitch in the chordwise direction
and are fixed to the lattice with shoulder bolts which screw into custom threaded components
that sit atop the lattice nodes. These bolts pass through chordwise slots in the trailing edgeside of each strip, constraining in the direction normal to the strip surface, but allowing it to
slide relative to the bolt, thus allowing outer mold line chord length to change passively while
maintaining a continuous aerodynamic surface. Morphing is achieved using a pair of cables
that attach at one end to a lattice node at the trailing edge, and at the other end is fixed to
a drum/spool mounted to a motor. Thus, with a single degree of actuation, the trailing edge
tip can be deflected up or down through clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of the drum.
This applies a tensile force in one of the cables, pulling the tip towards the leading edge,
and slightly up/down, which, due to the lattice geometry, results in a global shape change of
the lattice substructure, as shown below. A proof of concept prototype has been built using
Delrin for the lattice material and high torque COTS servo motors for distributed actuation.
The future work for this application includes fabricating a high-fidelity CFRP version and
actuation selection.
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4.4

Hydrostructures

Note: work shown in this section was completed in collaboration with Dixia Fan, Alfonso
Rubio Parra, Chris Cameron, Jiri Zemanek, Filippos Tourlomousis, Megan Ochalek, and
Michael Triantafyllou.
Background
Soft robots offer adaptability and resilience for manipulation and control through a balance
between compliance and stiffness, with continuous deformations in contrast to rigid mechanical systems. Despite these benefits, soft robots have faced inherent challenges associated with
their use of soft materials, including limits on the loads that they can support, issues with
their scalability, difficulties in integrating heterogeneous system properties, a requirement
for production tooling, and the need to actively maintain static configurations.
We present a novel method to construct cellular soft robots that can address these constraints by discretely assembling mechanical metamaterials. By combining two simple regular
part types (rigid and compliant) we show that we can design high-performance anisotropic
structures. Combining these with distributed actuation results in actively deformable robotic
systems. We demonstrate the utility of this approach in a novel application as a continuously
deformable cellular hydrodynamic soft robot based on bio-inspired swimming motions (Figure 4-22). We describe the design, fabrication, control, and testing of this 1.5m snake-like
robot in a tow tank and show that traveling wave kinematics can be used to generate thrust
while maintaining low drag through the continuous deformation of the cellular structure.

Figure 4-22: Bio-inspired motion for aquatic thrust generation. A) Soft robotic fish for escape
maneuvers [132], spiny dogfish kinematic equations [133], airfoil-like mechanics generate
thrust on the anterior body of swimming fishes [134].
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Design
First, I present the construction system for our discrete lattice materials. Rigid (grey) and
compliant (purple) parts are manufactured the same way—injection molding of GFRP. They
are then assembled into voxels (Figure 4-23), and then into lattice. When assembled, these
behave as continuum mechanical metamaterials with distinct properties (in this case, rigidity and compliance). Their application as stiff and soft areas on novel robotic platforms
is shown conceptually in Figure 4-23D. Quadrupeds need joints connecting relatively stiff
limbs. Flying requires low effective density, while maintaining sufficient stiffness to withstand aerodynamic loading while generating lift. Adding compliance enables dynamic shape
change. Swimmers perhaps most of all benefit from globally deformable structural systems,
where the entire body of a fish or eel contributes to both propulsion and drag reduction.
The lattices shown have the same lattice pitch p, are the same relative density, and are
made from the same material, yet they have an order of magnitude difference between their
effective moduli. The rigid lattice has an effective elastic modulus E* of 8 MPa, an effective
Poisson’s ratio of 0.15, and an effective density of 30 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 . The compliant lattice has an
effective elastic modulus E* of 0.1 MPa, an effective Poisson’s ratio of 0.1, and the same effective density. Using these two lattice materials together for controllable anisotropy through
heterogeneous lattice design will enable large scale morphing structures to be built quickly.
Because beams have the same geometry, specifically, length L, effective cross-sectional area
A, and effective second moment of area I, I expect their structural behaviors to have a relationship governed by the effective moduli of their respective lattice types. To investigate
this, I characterize their axial and bending stiffnesses.
I performed linear elastic compression tests to calculate the axial stiffnesses. The results
are shown in Figure 4-24. The axial stiffnesses of the compliant and heterogeneous beams are
11% and 44% of the rigid beam, which demonstrates the effect of heterogeneity by producing
a value between the two constituent homogeneous values. I then performed linear elastic
tip deflection tests of the beams as horizontal cantilevers to calculate their bending stiffness.
The results are shown in Figure 4-24. The bending stiffness of the compliant beam is 13%
of the rigid beam. which indicates good correlation between effective stiffness E* governing
the relationship. I test the heterogeneous beam in both compliant and rigid directions and
find that the bending stiffnesses are 19% and 74%, respectively. So, while the axial stiffness
is roughly centered between the two homogeneous values, the bending stiffness is strongly
anisotropic as a result of the heterogeneity. This heterogeneous, anisotropic beam forms the
basis for our discrete cellular soft robotic system, which will now be described.
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Figure 4-23: Heterogeneous discrete lattice material system. A) Rigid (grey) and compliant
(purple) faces, B) rigid and compliant voxels with lattice pitch p = 75mm, C) Rigid and
compliant 3x3x3 lattice cubes, D) Concept art of discrete cellular soft robots for walking,
flying, and swimming. Scale bars: A) 25mm, B) 50mm, C) 100mm, D) 750mm

Figure 4-24: Comparison of effective axial (x) and bending (y, z) modulus for compliant,
heterogeneous, and rigid beams, measured experimentally on 6x1 beams.
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Performance
Following the design of anisotropic beams, we introduce actuation to control the deformed
shape of the beam. The beam module consists of a rigid voxel followed by four heterogeneous
voxels (Figure 4-25A). A servo is mounted inside the rigid voxel, with two cables extending
to the end of the heterogeneous section. The servo is aligned such that rotating clockwise
or counterclockwise will translate motor torque T into a tensile force Ft=T/r, where r is
the radius of the servo horn, which in this case is 30mm. This tensile force will produce
both a moment and an eccentric axial load at the tip, which, combined with the directional
compliance of the beam, will cause the tip to deflect up or down as shown in Figure 4-25A.
In Figure 4-25B and C, we show results from testing actuation force vs tip displacement
and rotation. While it is possible to achieve nearly 180 degrees of tip rotation, this requires
roughly 125N of force, which exceeds the torque capacity of the selected servomotor. The
current design requires servos to fit within a voxel, which limits the torque capacity, which
scales roughly with servo size. Therefore, our actuated deformation limit was around 35
degrees of rotation.
The servo can contract the string going along one side of the robot (and extend it on the
other side). This contraction leads to the change of the angle between the following voxels.
If all faces have the same compliance, the contraction of the string will be distributed evenly.
Therefore, angles between the following voxels will be the same in one controlled segment.
In other words, the curvature of the segment will be constant, which limits the shape that
can be reached by the snake. The curvature is bounded by the string’s maximal contraction
divided by the segment length. The entire robot consists of four beam modules, resulting in
a 1.5m long structure as shown in Figure 4-25D. Tabletop demonstration of shape control,
with comparison to simulations, is shown in Figure 4-26.
Following tabletop demonstration, the snake robot was prepared for tow tank testing,
with the main modification being the addition of a skin and rib system. Testing was performed in the MIT towing tank facility, which features a 33.3 m x 2.67 m x 1.33 m testing
tank section and a belt-driven carriage able to achieve steady linear motion at speeds from
U = 0.05 m/s to 2.3 m/s. The linear motion stage is instrumented with load cells such that
it can [135]. Tests were completed Dixia Fan and Alfonso Rubio Parra.
Test results showed that the robot is generating thrust in excess of hydrodynamic drag
and, in a freely swimming environment, has the potential to reach an average swimming
velocity at least 0.1m/s. Also, flow visualization was used, and coherent vortical structure
is observed with two pairs of vortices inducing a strong cross-flow jet and shedding into the
wake in one period of vibration. Currently the robot is undergoing more tests, as it may need
a profile with more of an aspect ratio, such as a 3x1 cross section or more, to generate greater
net thrust. Regardless, this exercise showed the applicability of a heterogeneous beam, but
more importantly, the efficacy of the voxel construction system. Design to assembly to tow
tank testing took less than 1 month, which is a marked improvement over slow, expensive,
and error-prone soft elastomer casting processes typically used for soft robots.
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Figure 4-25: Active morphing heterogeneous beam. A) Morphing beam unit, with
undeformed and deformed shape, B) Centerline positions from tendon-actuated forcedisplacement controlled testing, C) Force-displacement controlled testing results, with indication of waterproof servo limits, D) 1.5m discrete cellular soft robot consisting of four
morphing beam units connected in series.

Figure 4-26: Demonstration of hydrosnake motion. A) Tabletop experiment with tracked
points, B) Simulation with contours of deflection, C) Comparison between simulation and
experimental results (image credit: Megan Ochalek).
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4.5

Turbine blades

Background
Wind turbine blades are among the largest single structural elements made— the current
largest wind turbine blade is the LM 107m blade on the GE Haliade-X 12MW turbine.
Blades longer than 100m have been thoroughly investigated, but not many exist. This is
not due to design or manufacturing problems—the issues are mainly logistical. Over around
60m, blade transport becomes problematic, in terms of getting blades from the production
facility to the installation site. While solutions exist, they become expensive. On-site blade
manufacturing bypasses this, but there is significant capital expenditures required, which is
why there are so few examples [136]. Nonetheless, given the potential of increasing rotor
diameter, models for 100m blades have been developed which can be used as reference for a
lattice blade design [137].
By simply scaling up current blade designs, some important relationships emerge. Energy
production scales as rotor diameter 𝐷2 , but blade mass and cost scale as 𝐷3 . Rotor cost
per kilowatt capacity scales roughly linearly, but cost per energy capture scales sub-linearly.
In total this means that larger rotors cost more to produce up front but produce more
energy at lower cost while in operation [138]. There have been several proposed concepts to
achieve extreme-scale wind turbines, such as downwind, pre-aligned blades to prevent tower
strikes under large out of plane deflection. Arguably this keeps forces in the axial direction,
as opposed to pure root bending, and this approach can also benefit from segmented and
morphing blades [139][140]. Given the primarily structural requirements at the root and
primarily aerodynamic requirements at the tip, it is conceivable that a lattice blade can
accomplish both of these while also enabling tooling-free fabrication on-site, which can enable
access to new, remote wind farm areas.

Figure 4-27: XL Turbine blades. (L) Sandia SNL-100 reference geometry filled with notional
lattice material, (R) GE Haliade-X 107m blade [170].

Design
As an example of calculating structural efficiency, I use the reported SNL-100 [137] bending
stiffness EI (𝑁 * 𝑚2 ), linear mass (kg/m), second moment of area I (𝑚4 ), and cross sectional
area A (𝑚2 ), to derive the blade’s effective specific stiffness (𝐸𝐵* /𝜌*𝐵 ). Then, using the
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Ashby-Gibson scaling law, we can calculate matching effective specific stiffness for the lattice,
𝐸 * /𝐸 = 𝑎(𝜌* /𝜌)𝑏 , where a and b are scaling values based on the lattice geometry. Using
properties of a 50 percent long carbon fiber reinforced nylon LCF50 (E = 40 GPa, 𝜎= 500
MPa, 𝜌 = 1,370 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 ), we can estimate the resulting mass of a lattice blade with matching
stiffness, which we find to be 22 percent less than the baseline model. Cost of material
(recurring) and injection mold tooling (non-recurring) can be compared directly as well,
where this un-optimized version is more expensive, with anticipated cost optimizations to
be determined throughout the project, and shown notionally in Figure 4-28.

Figure 4-28: Discretely Assembled Turbine Blades. Tradeoffs exist between homogeneous
(top), and heterogeneous with discrete (middle) and continuous (bottom) gradients, providing greater structural efficiency with additional cost and complexity.

Performance

Figure 4-29: Lattice blade study results. (L) Span vs mass per length for glass baseline and
lattice blade, (R) overall mass comparison.
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4.6

Evaluation

I presented several projects describing their design, simulation, fabrication, and implementation. Given that I’ve shown these types of structures and systems are possible, and how they
might perform, now I’m going to turn to why they might be useful or desirable compared
to similar structures made with traditional approaches. Here I will look at three built case
studies- bridges, cars, aircraft- and one unbuilt- wind turbine blades.
Bridge
Given the good mechanical properties and scalability, now we must evaluate how this material
compares to traditional engineering materials. Ashby proposed a performance index for
selecting material to make light, stiff beam. It is shown in [54] that, assuming same cross
section,
a beam with the highest value for 𝑀𝑏 will be most efficient, mass-wise, where 𝑀𝑏 =
√
𝐸/𝜌. Looking across some common materials, such as woods, metals, and reinforced
concrete (a composite by definition), we can plot these beam performance values, and see
that the lattice from both GFRP and CFRP outperforms aluminum and steel.

Figure 4-30: Beam performance indices comparing standard engineering materials and discrete lattice materials made of GFRP and CFRP.
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Car
Continuing with the study of bending efficiency, in a study on minimization of fuel consumption through optimum material selection of a car frame [141], a car frame is treated as a
simply supported beam with a point load in the center, with length L, cross section area A,
second area of moment I, density p, modulus of elasticity E, and yield strength 𝜎𝑦. For a
constant frame stiffness (force/deflection) and dimensions
(L, t), it can be shown that the
√
3
weight of the car frame is dependent on 𝑀𝑏 = 𝐸/𝜌. When plotting these results (Figure
4-30), we see lattice begins to emerge as a very appealing choice.
Light weighting seeks to do more with less. By reducing mass, while still providing
sufficient performance, lightweight structures can have life-cycle benefits beyond just the
amount of energy and material used to manufacture them. For example, making a car body
out of CFRP can reduce body weight by 25 − 40% compared to traditional metal bodies.
A car body is roughly 30% the total car weight, resulting in around 10% weight reduction,
which results in 6 − 8% less fuel consumed [142]. Less fuel consumed per trip means lower
greenhouse gas emissions, and greater cost savings for the end user. Transportation accounts
for 28% of US GHG emissions [143], and of this, roughly 60% comes from light-duty vehicles.
If fuel consumption, and thus emissions, are reduced by 10% (an aggressive but achievable
amount), that equals a 1.7% reduction in total US GHG emissions. While lightweighting
alone is not enough to meet emission reduction requirements, this technology will be critical
when switching to electric vehicles, whose batteries have limited range that benefits from
mass reduction.
Economically, it becomes a bit more complex. The problem is that currently CFRP
structures cost 5 times as much as their metal counterparts [144]. So, while the long term
savings on fuel and emissions are promising, the upfront cost investment for switching to
CFRP is a non-starter. This is typical of almost all industries considering the use of CFRP
as a lightweighting technology, especially where economics play a significant factor (ie: not
a niche, luxury product or market). Cars, trucks, buses, commercial aircraft, wind turbine blades—in increasingly large applications, the benefits of CFRP are outweighed by the
economics, and as a result, the reduction of material and energy usage remains unaddressed.
There are several key drivers when looking at lightweighting across industries in the
immediate and long term. The annual forecasted demand for carbon fiber is expected to
increase by 50% over the next 5 years [145]. Within automotive, there is a push towards
electrification, which will also drive up mass and thus the need for lightweighting to gain
efficiency [144]. Further, there is a general agreement that with the advancement of AI over
the coming decade or sooner, that OEMs will need to rethink their business model to include
Mobility as a Service [146]. This will likely affect the form and function of automobiles, which
will be autonomously driven in fleets more, and owned privately by individuals less [147].
Automobiles are projected to become the leading industry for lightweight material usage,
making this a key market
From a material perspective, automotive-quality CF is $25/kg, which increases to $100/kg
with shaping [145]. If the car frame weighs 15kg, that would be $1,500/frame. Raw material
cost for an injection molded CFRP (LCF30) is $22/kg. Injection molding adds value, and
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current, sub-optimal molding gives an estimate of $250/kg, which can be reduced to sub$100/kg targets with favorable cost-scaling of mass production. Let’s say then, we want some
variations. Tooling and labor from the traditional approach for composite manufacturing
make up nearly 50% of the total cost [148]. This could be reduced substantially through
automation, which could provide on-demand versatility with no additional cost. Here, costsavings over traditional approaches could be on the order of 10 − 25% . Several studies
have shown that the reduction in powertrain and associated mass expenditures can offset
potential cost penalties from the use of composites [149].
Aircraft
For aircraft, I showed several projects which addressed morphing for control, ultralight wing
construction, and non-standard geometries using tooling free assembly. Here, I will look at
what the potential benefits are applied to commercial aircraft.

Figure 4-31: Discrete lattice aircraft technology applications. A) Morphing trailing edge, B)
Ultralight lattice wing, C) Non-standard BWB outer mold line aircraft [21].
Morphing wing
Studies estimate that the performance benefits of an adaptive trailing edge can offer up to
5.5% fuel savings for a medium sized aircraft [150], noting that while COTS electromechanical
actuators can provide sufficient force for morphing, an actuated locking device will prevent
overuse [151]. It lists a 3 hour flight range, which equals roughly 1,500 miles or 2,400 km.
The entire US air fleet consists of over 7,000 aircraft, the top ten models are made up
primarily of 737s and A320s, accounting for at least 90% of this fleet, so we will use this as a
baseline. Morphing trailing edges have already been flight tested on small personal aircraft,
with promising results [152].
Aircraft lightweighting
A reduction in initial aircraft weight means that the same flight distance can be travelled
using less fuel. The primary effect of a weight change is a change in the induced drag and
induced power required at any given speed. For a given payload a lighter airframe generates
lower drag, owing to a reduced lift requirement, and the attributed drag induced by this
lift. This also produces positive feedback: reduction in airframe weight enables the use of
smaller, lighter engines, and thus a lighter fuel load. Given this, it is reasonable to look
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into using lattice as a stiff and lightweight material to construct parts of aircraft such as the
wings and fuselage, which make up nearly 50% of the operating empty weight fraction for a
typical commercial aircraft.
A study was undertaken looking at replacing a wing of the Generic Transport Model
(GTM) with discrete lattice material [153]. For reference, this is comparable to a A320 or
737 aircraft. The results of the study were as follows: 40% mass reduction (from 13,500
to 8,000 lbs), 200% wing tip displacement increase under typical aero loading (2 to 4in),
23% reduction in first natural frequency (1.375 to 1.05 Hz). Wings make up 23% of typical
aircraft weight [154]. If lattice wings have reduced mass ranging from 10 − 40%, that results
in a total aircraft mass reduction of 2.3 to 9.2%. For typical operating conditions, a 10%
reduction in operational empty mass will lower the fuel burn for any aircraft by about
7% [155]. Therefore, a 9.2% reduction in weight corresponds to a 6.2% reduction in fuel
consumption, without taking into account the positive feedback I just described.
Novel geometries
Several studies have looked at the benefits of a BWB-style aircraft, which has significant
aerodynamic benefits from increased L/D for a given angle of attack. Liebeck’s original study
found potential fuel savings of 27.5%. A larger study was performed over a range of aircraft
sizes, from regional jets to single and twin aisles (ERJ190, 737, 767, 777, 747). The fuel
savings here were estimated to be up to 45%. Airline fuel is roughly $2/gal, and the entire
US airline industry consumes about 18 billion gallons of fuel per year, for a total of $36 billion.
Therefore, trailing edge modifications can save up to $1.7B, wing lightweighting can save up
to $2B, and novel geometries can save from $9.9B to $16B. As nice as those numbers are,
it’s important to consider the risk/reward factor, as well as the airline industry’s reticence
to adopt new technologies. Therefore, in the table below, we summarize these findings with
opinions about adoption and timeline.
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Wind
To begin, we can look at the output from the initial study, comparing the SNL-100 and
the lattice blade (Table 9). We can see that while there is a mass reduction, it’s at double
the cost (owing to using CFRP, and the added value of injection molding). What is more
challenging to quantify is a) how much this gap can be closed, and b) what other potential
cost savings there are from on-site robotic construction of lattice blades. These questions
will be left for future research, but in lieu of those answers, we can still look at some potential
impacts if this technology were to prove a) successful and b) economic.
For turbine blades I proposed initially matching the bending stiffness of state of the art
reference blade designs and showed that there was a potential mass reduction of over 20%
using a discretely graded lattice with decreasing density from root to tip. Assuming it’s
possible to make lattice blades, why should we? To better understand this, we can leverage
the abundant models and resources supplied by NREL, Sandia, and other national labs who
have been looking at wind energy and turbine performance for existing and proposed designs.
There are many useful scaling trends that can be used for studying the effects of scale on
turbine design, cost, and implementation (from [138]):
-Energy production ∝ 𝐷2.22
-Blade mass ∝ 𝐷2.87
-Blade cost ∝ 𝐷3.03
-Rotor cost per kW capacity ($/kW) ∝ 𝐷1.04
-Rotor cost per energy capture ($/MWh/yr) ∝ 𝐷0.82
Looking at more fine grained details like cost breakdown for blades, we find that at
smaller scales (40m), the blade cost is fairly evenly split between labor (41%) and material
(52%). This changes drastically for 100m blades, where material is the majority of the cost
(72%) and labor and equipment are each (14%) [156]. Further, large blades are far more
affected by gravity loads, whereas smaller blades are governed by aerodynamic loading. All
this argues for building blades that are a) lighter, and b) bigger, and hopefully c) cheaper.
Looking at the Sandia SNL-100 baseline model is 100m long, it weighs 127k kg, and it costs
around $550k to produce, $327k of which is material.

Using this as a baseline for cost and performance, we then wish to incentivize the large
scale production of these blades by looking at the enormous potential in contiguous wind
farms for cheap, renewable energy. Current fossil fuel energy (coal and gas) accounts for
roughly 2/3 the entire US energy supply, while wind and other renewables are around 7%.
According to a 2019 study [157], the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of gas, coal, and wind
are 175, 109, and 41 $/MWh. While already a cheaper alternative, increasing the annual
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generation by an order of magnitude will require substantial investment in turbines, and as
we have seen, the rotor cost per energy capture scales as rotor diameter D0.82, so there is
economic incentive to use cheap wind energy provided by large turbines, assuming there is a
viable way to produce them at scale, on-demand, and in remote locations where wind energy
potential is highest.
Annual domestic energy demand is around 3.9 million GWh/year, but this is easily covered by the total US land wind energy potential of 39 million GWh/year. The Haliade X
is currently the world’s largest turbine with a diameter of 220m and can generate up to 67
GWh/year. Therefore, we would need roughly 60,000 Haliade X’s to cover the demand, resulting in 180,000 of the 100m length blades. Now let’s look at how fast and cheap production
could be for making these out of lattice.
If we assume a 10cm voxel pitch on a 100m blade that is roughly 1000 𝑚3 in volume
(based on CAD model), that is 1 million voxels per blade. If we set up robots to build
in planes parallel to the blade axis, it might look something like Figure 4-32, where the
maximum robot density is one per voxel, resulting in 1,000 robots on either side. Let’s split
that and say 1,000 total for 500 on either side. At roughly $1,000 per robot, that’s $1M
upfront for robots. How fast can 1,000 robots assemble 1 million voxels? Given half the
width is 4m (40 voxels) and height of 5m (50 voxels) we can generalize and say that it will
build a row of 40 voxels 50 times. Using our analysis performed earlier, we know that 40
voxels will take 𝑡 = 𝑛2 + 𝑛 timesteps, and we find that t = 1,640 timesteps, then x50 =
82,000 timesteps. We assume all of these timesteps happen in parallel, so the entire blade
build takes this much time. Based on lab experiments, we can estimate a single time step
to take roughly 5 seconds. So we get 114 hours total, or roughly 4.75 days. This puts us in
the same order of magnitude for traditional blade manufacturing. Given this promising first
pass, more detailed budget and time estimations will be performed for future research.

Figure 4-32: Notional lattice blade factory. (L) Blade assembly with robots lined up along
length of blade, (R) Boeing Everett production facility repurposed as a blade factory. The
building’s dimensions are 750x500m, bottom right is a Miata for scale.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
I started this thesis by illustrating about how humans are prolific builders, in spite of the
challenges of scaling up. But prolific may not necessarily imply efficient. The Technosphere
[158]- comprised of all human-made materials, structures, and systems- is nearly 100 times
more massive than all of earth’s biomass [159] (2.7𝑥1016 kg vs. 5.5𝑥1014 kg, respectively),
and while humans have certainly been prolific, we have also been wasteful. Unsustainable
practices of resource consumption, and waste production, imperil the future our species, as
well as all of life on earth, owing mainly to the impending consequences of global warming,
not to mention pervasive humanitarian issues related to exactly these engineering structures
are supposed to solve- infrastructure, transportation, and energy. Clearly, we can do better.
In this thesis, I introduced new materials, methods to automate their assembly, and
applications which can offer benefits relevant to these issues of efficiency and sustainability.
I argued that by discretizing materials, we can enable the construction of larger, functional
structures with properties not achievable using traditional methods. Further, automated
assembly methods can be designed in tandem, as a new kind of material-robot system, which
avoids issues of cost and complexity increasing proportional to the scale of constructed object.
Finally, the structures and systems achievable through discrete assembly offer scalability,
versatility, and reliability which I believe will be needed to address global issues facing our
species, and planet, in the decades to come.
Aspirationally, this type of material and construction looks to match up with natural
systems, with the intention of combining form and function and demonstrating resource
efficiency. However, nearly every part I showed was made with some kind of fossil fuel based
petrochemical. While upcycled resins make a difference in terms of carbon footprint, my
structures would already have an initial offset to make up for owing to their base material.
Therefore, coming up with a truly sustainable voxel and lattice construction system is a
clear next step. Compostable resins with natural fiber reinforcement are currently being
prototypes, and 2D sheets of plywood can be cut into planar face elements, assuming a
slightly different corner joint. For further sustainability, resources should be produced locally,
then processed into ie: flat sheet stock which can be milled or laser cut for a closed loop
ecosystem of voxel construction.
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Just as important as the materials is the automation, which arguably should scale with
the size of the lattice system. But simply increasing motor size will inevitably run into limits
(both practical and theoretical), so a distributed actuation system is likely a more scalable
solution. This is comparable to the way muscles work [17], with parallelized, hierarchical arrangement of motor proteins. While a discrete construction scheme can certainly incorporate
a distributed actuation layer, the routing, control, and computation is something entirely
new, and an exciting direction for future research.
Lastly, what we build in the future plays such an important role in not only resource consumption, but resource allocation and distribution. While this research started in aerospace,
it is now branching out into far more broad areas such as infrastructure, transportation, and
energy. Assuming a universal construction system, with benefits of digital embedded in the
material, the dispersion of an open-source voxel kit is an obvious way to get the technology
in more people’s hands to put it to use in real-world applications. While commercializing
lattice production may also be forthcoming, there’s certainly a strong argument for putting
discrete mechanical metamaterials out in the world to help fulfill the promise of additive
manufacturing by turning things into data and data into things.
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